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Abstract
Over time, technology has shrunk to smaller length scales, and as a result the heat transport in
these systems has entered the nanoscale regime. With increasing computational speed and power
consumption, there is a need to efficiently dissipate the heat generated for proper thermal
management of computer chips. The ability to understand the physics of thermal transport in this
regime is critical in order to model, engineer, and improve the performance of materials and
devices. In the nanoscale regime, thermal transport is no longer diffusive, and the Fourier heat
conduction equation, which we commonly utilize at the macroscale, fails to accurately predict
heat flow at the nanoscale. We model the heat flow due to phonons (crystal lattice vibrations),
the dominant heat carriers in semiconductors and dielectrics, by solving the Boltzmann transport
equation (BTE) to develop an understanding of nondiffusive thermal transport and its
dependence on the system geometry and material properties, such as the phonon mean free path.
A variety of experimental heat transfer configurations have been established in order to
achieve short time scales and small length scales in order to access the nondiffusive heat
conduction regime. In this thesis, we develop a variational approach to solving the BTE,
appropriate for different experimental configurations, such as transient thermal grating (TTG)
and time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR). We provide an efficient and general methodology
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to solving the BTE and gaining insight into the reduction of the effective thermal conductivity in
the nondiffusive regime, known as classical size effects.
We also extend the reconstruction procedure, which aims to utilize both modeling efforts as
well as experimental measurements to back out the material properties such as phonon mean free
path distributions, to provide further insight into the material properties relevant to transport.
Furthermore, with the developed methodology, we aim to provide an analysis of experimental
geometries with the inclusion of a thermal interface, to provide insight into the role the interface
transmissivity plays in thermal transport in the nondiffusive regime. Lastly, we explore a variety
of phonon source distributions that are achieved by heating a system, and show the important
link between the system geometry and the distribution of phonons initiated by the heating. We
show the exciting possibility that under certain nonthermal phonon distributions, it is possible to
achieve enhanced thermal transport at the nanoscale, contrary to the current understanding of
size effects only leading to reduced thermal conductivities at the nanoscale for thermal phonon
distributions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Fourier heat conduction equation has been widely utilized to understand and characterize
thermal transport in materials at the macroscopic scale. For large scale applications where the
typical length scales and typical time scales are much longer than the characteristic mean free
path (MFP) and relaxation times of the heat carriers, such as electrons and phonons, the Fourier
heat conduction equation is valid. However, with the shrinking size of devices produced by
modem technology [1,2], the need to understand beyond the thermal diffusion regime has never
been more important.
Beyond developing an understanding, the need to control thermal transport to improve the
thermal efficiency of devices is critical. The efficiency of thermoelectric devices [3,4], which
convert heat to electricity, directly depends on the thermal conductivity of the material. An
effective approach has been to introduce boundaries and to tune the scattering of the heat carriers
in order to reduce the thermal conductivity. While there are a variety of heat carriers to
consider, such as phonons (lattice vibrations), electrons, magnons, we focus here on the study of
thermal transport in dielectric materials [5], in which the thermal transport is dominated by
phonons. Grain boundaries [6], for example, have been introduced in order to scatter the
phonons, and reduce the thermal conductivity, while keeping the electrical transport unaffected
in order to obtain a high thermoelectric efficiency.
The goal of this work is to provide an efficient approach to solving the necessary equations
to understand thermal transport by phonons in crystalline materials. This aims to provide insight
into the effect of small length scales and short time scales on the thermal conductivity of
materials. With this information, we aim to gain insight into the microscopic details of thermal
transport and extract the MFPs of phonons in various materials.
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1.1 Size effects and the effective thermal conductivity
Size effects have been observed experimentally in various heat transfer configurations. The
thermal conductivity in kinetic theory is given by k = CvA, do , where C, is the heat
capacity, v, is the group velocity, and A. is the MFP of phonons. When the length scales in an
experimental configuration, such as the width of boundaries of the material or the size of the
heating region, become comparable to the characteristic MFPs of phonons in a material, phonons
with longer MFPs will be scattered at interfaces and boundaries. This yields an effective
reduction of the MFP of these phonons, and equivalently a reduction in the thermal conductivity,
which serves as a definition of the classical size effects. Size effects can be observed in both
diffusive transport, as well as in nondiffusive transport. The characteristic of nondiffusive
transport is one where the temperature profile no longer matches the Fourier heat conduction
solution with a bulk value of thermal conductivity.
One simple picture that demonstrates the reduction of the thermal conductivity with the
decreasing size of the geometry of a system can be given by heat transport between a hot surface
and a cold surface, as depicted in Fig. 1-1. In the diffusive limit, phonons undergo many
scattering events at their respective MFP A between the surfaces. In the ballistic limit, the
distance between the surfaces is now smaller than the MFP of the system, so one can consider
that the effective MFP of the phonon has been reduced as it will scatter now much earlier than it
typically would have, and thus with a decrease in the MFP, the kinetic theory predicts a decrease
in the effective thermal conductivity, hence demonstrating size effects.
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(a) Diffusive
L>>A L<<A
FIG. 1-1. Cross plane thermal transport between a hot and cold surface in the (a) diffusive
regime as well as in the (b) ballistic regime.
One of the first observations of size effects was for thermal transport in nanowires and thin films.
Studies on the Temperature dependence and also on the length and diameter of the silicon
nanowires gave insight into the strong reductions in the thermal conductivity compared to bulk
due to the boundary scattering experienced by phonons [7-9]. A variety of studies measured the
thermal transport along silicon thin films, demonstrating a large reduction of the thermal
conductivity compared to the bulk value of thermal conductivity [10-12]. Figure 1-2 below
shows experimental results and predictions for the thermal conductivity of silicon thin films as a
function of the film thickness, where the results were reported in Ref. [12]. Studies were also
performed to look at the temperature dependence, as the MFP of phonons generally decrease
with increasing temperature, and this can be reflected in the thermal conductivity [12,13]. There
was a corresponding push on the theoretical side to accurately model thermal transport along
these films, which included Monte Carlo (MC) simulations [14], as well as analogies to radiative
heat transfer to solve the BTE [5,15]. The literature at this time could only handle solving the
gray BTE, one in which the spectrum of MFPs and group velocities of the phonons were
neglected and a single averaged value was utilized.
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FIG. 1-2. Thermal conductivity of silicon thin films as a function of film thickness. Figure
adapted from Ref. [12].
The results of Fig. 1-2 showed the reduction by more than an order of magnitude for the thermal
conductivity of silicon thin films when the thickness was reduced to only tens of nanometers.
More recently, table-top experiments have been developed in order to generate length scales
that are comparable to the MFPs using heating profile patterns [16] or material thickness [17] in
order to observe this reduction in thermal conductivity. One example of experiments involving
nondiffusive transport is in the thermal transient grating (TTG) experiment [16-19], in which
laser beams are crossed in order to generate a sinusoidal heating profile on a suspended
membrane, as shown in Fig. 1-3. Subsequent probe beams are utilized to measure the
temperature dynamics of the system. From the thermal decay, the thermal conductivity can be
extracted. From experiments on silicon [16] and GaAs [19], nondiffusive transport has been
observed, whose signature is given by a thermal conductivity that depends on the grating period.
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FIG. 1-3. Schematic of thin film TTG experimental configuration. Figure adapted from Ref.
[20].
The onset of nondiffusive transport occurs on the order of a few micron for silicon [16]. Figure
1-4 shows the dependence on the thermal decay rate, given by y = aq2 , where a is the thermal
diffusivity, and q = 2.r / A is the grating wavevector. Diffusive transport is when the grating
period is large, i.e. q is small, and the dependence of the thermal decay rate is linear with the
square of the grating wavevector. In this regime, the slope is given by the thermal diffusivity.
However, for smaller grating periods, the system deviates from linear behavior, demonstrating
that the thermal diffusivity now has length dependence and the transport is in the nondiffusive
regime.
FIG. 1-4. Experimental measurement of the thermal decay rate of silicon, showing the
dependence upon the square of the grating wavevector. Figure adapted from Ref. [16].
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The development of picosecond thermoreflectance measurements provided the nanoscale
thermal transport community with the ability to resolve thermal transport on the nanoscale. The
configuration of this system made it more suitable for measuring cross plane transport, while the
TTG provided sensitivity to in-plane transport. The thermal diffusion length, given by
L ~ ', and with t 100 ps and a thermal diffusivity of many materials being on the order of
a ~10- 10- M2/ s, yields diffusion lengths on the order of tens to hundreds of nanometers. A
thin metal film is deposited on top of a substrate and serves as an absorber of optical light. A
pump laser beam, used to heat the system, and a probe laser beam, used to detect the changes in
reflectivity of the metal surface, are used to detect changes in the system and extract the
temperature response based on a model of the temperature dependence of the reflectivity of the
metal [21,22]. Time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) was first utilized to measure the thermal
conductivity of glass [21]. Around this time it was also utilized to measure the thermal
conductivity of thin metal films deposited on top of substrates without any complications of the
coupled transport from the substrate, thus providing a method to measure the metal conductivity
directly [23].
More recently, the time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) [24-29] and frequency-domain
thermoreflectance (FDTR) [30,31] have been utilized extensively in order to probe and observe
nondiffusive transport by using ultrafast time scales or ultrashort length scales and gain key
insight into the material's MFP spectrum. In particular, modulation frequency dependence of the
thermal conductivity was observed with the FDTR [32] for certain materials like SiGe. Size
effects from the beam spot were observed for silicon [33], and nanostructured patterns such as
line heaters and nanodots were fabricated to be able to push the length scales of the geometry to
even smaller lengths to probe strongly nondiffusive transport [27,29].
The Boltzmann Transport Equation (BTE) models thermal transport due to phonons in
systems for which the length scales of the given geometry can become comparable to the
characteristic MFP values of the material. It does not capture coherent transport, in which the
wave nature of phonons becomes important, and so will capture transport in which the scattering
of phonons makes them lose their phase information and the phonons can be modeled as bundles
of energy with a particular group velocity and MFP [34]. At room temperature, thermal
transport is incoherent and the BTE performs well in capturing the details for transport for many
dielectric materials such as silicon, SiGe. Being able to accurately and efficiently solve the BTE
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is critical to gaining an understanding of nondiffusive thermal transport and modeling the
relevant experimental geometry. In many situations, the end goal of solving the BTE is to obtain
the dependence of the experimental observable, such as the thermal decay rate in the TTG set up,
as a function of the material properties. Furthermore, this yields the effective thermal
conductivity of the system as a function of its intrinsic material properties and geometry of the
system. The thermal conductivity accumulation function has been utilized as an elegant metric
for understanding which MFP phonons contribute predominantly to thermal transport in a
material [6,35,36]. Recently, algorithms were developed in order to reconstruct the MFP
distribution [29,37]. This provides the ability to reconstruct the material properties from
experimental measurements.
When the length scales in a system become comparable to the MFPs in a material, the
effective thermal conductivity is reduced compared to its bulk, diffusive limit value [38,39], and
thermal conductivity in the nondiffusive regime is given by k = COv(OAWS dwo , where
S,= S(A, / L) is the suppression function used to quantify this reduction or suppression of
thermal conductivity, which is assumed to depend on the MFP to length scale ratio, where the
length scale can be the film thickness, the grating period in a TTG measurement, the beam spot
size in a TDTR measurement, etc. The variables C,, v,, A. are the volumetric spectral heat
capacity, the group velocity, and the MFP, respectively. The suppression function provides the
ability to extend the notion of thermal conductivity beyond the diffusive regime in which it is
defined from Fourier's law [37,38]. By measuring the thermal conductivity at various lengths
for the grating in TTG, and having solved the BTE to obtain the suppression function for the
given geometry, the reconstruction process extracts the accumulated thermal conductivity.
Figure 1-5 shows the accumulated thermal conductivity that is obtained from numerical data
from Monte Carlo simulations, as well as the properties obtained from the reconstruction
process, to demonstrate the accuracy and sensitivity of the approach [37].
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FIG. 1-5. Reconstructed thermal conductivity accumulation function. Figure adapted from Ref.
[37].
With the combination of experimental measurements of nondiffusive transport, as well as
accurate modeling of the heat transfer configuration with the BTE, the nondiffusive transport
data can be successfully used to extract the MFP distribution of materials. Typically, density
functional theory (DFT) is utilized to extract the material properties of heat capacity, group
velocity, and the MFP spectrum[40,41]. However, DFT is computationally limited to single
crystalline structures, and this limits the broad set of materials of interest to thermal engineers.
With the reconstruction procedure, the material properties can be obtained through the use of
experiments and are useful for understanding thermal transport[6].
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1.2 A variational approach to solving and understanding
nondiffusive transport
The BTE is notoriously difficult to solve. Given the large phase space of the spatial and
temporal variables, as well as the spectral properties of the phonons, efficient numerical
solutions of the BTE are difficult to develop. Solutions to the BTE have been developed for
simple geometries [42,43], or under the simplification of a single MFP in the gray BTE [39,44].
Numerical techniques for the direct solution of the BTE or via Monte Carlo simulation have been
developed [18,20,26,44-51], but they are difficult to apply to existing experimental geometries
and can be computationally expensive. More specifically, solutions to the spectral BTE, which
considers the wide range of MFPs and the spectrum of properties for phonons, were solved using
the Fourier transform as well as finite difference techniques [47,48,52,53]. By solving the BTE
with appropriate boundary conditions and initial conditions for the TTG configuration, an
integral equation was obtained for the temperature profile, which was solved numerically. On
the other hand, rather than a finite difference numerical solution to the BTE, efficient Monte
Carlo simulations have been successful at accurately simulating heat transport in these
experimental geometries [20,26,27,54,55]. By simulating deviational phonons, i.e. phonons that
represent the energy above the reference background, this significantly reduced the
computational cost of simulating large spatial domains, and made MC simulations a tractable
approach to studying thermal transport [50,51].
The limitation with such numerical approaches to studying thermal transfer is that while it
provides numerical curves for the temperature output as a function of say the grating period in
the TTG, it does not provide a functional form to understand how the material properties affect
the thermal transport. In this work, we have developed a method to solve the BTE which yields
accurate, analytical solutions to the BTE, by using a trial solution supplied by the Fourier heat
conduction solution and utilizing the variational approach to optimize this trial solution. The
BTE has been solved using the variational principle previously [34], but this has been at the scale
of the BTE itself. The novelty of our new approach is that we solve the BTE to yield the
temperature equation, accurate in the nondiffusive range, and the variational approach is applied
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at this scale in order to utilize the solution from the Fourier temperature field. While the
variational temperature profile utilized could be the result from the ballistic limit, as we aim to
understand the nondiffusive transport observed in experiments, we utilize the Fourier
temperature field with the thermal conductivity as the variational parameter.
The BTE under the relaxation time approximation (RTA) in terms of the nonequilibrium
phonon energy density is given by [5,52,56]:
ag() - 1 ~C
' + ,- ,AT-g, +Q, (1.1)
at Ir, .4,r
In Eq. (1.1), g, is the phonon energy density per unit frequency interval per unit solid angle
above the equilibrium spectral energy density at background temperature To, related to the
hwD(w)(f_.)
phonon distribution function f, and density of states D(w) as g,, = 4 (f, - A (TO)). V,
is the group velocity and r,) is the relaxation time. The form of the BTE of Eq. (1.1) is in the
linear response regime where we assume the temperature rise due to the heating is small
compared to the background room temperature. The spectral heat capacity is given by
C,, = hcoD(w) df, and the equilibrium distribution is given by Bose-Einstein statistics as
dTO
I
fA (T) = exp.hco We utilize the subscript w as a short hand notation to denote a phonon
(kBTO
of a given branch and frequency. The spectral volumetric heat generation term can be written as
Q, = p,,Q, where Q is the macroscopic volumetric heat generation rate, and p, represents the
degree to which a phonon mode is excited by the heating. These values are normalized such that
the sum over the branches and phonon frequencies add up to unity, i.e. f dop, =1. The spatial
distribution of Q, is given by the macroscopic heat generation rate Q, while p, only depends
on the physics of the heating process.
The energy density of the system U can be obtained by summing the nonequilibrium phonon
energy distribution over the solid angle and the phonon dispersion, given as U =f dof dQg,
and the heat flux q similarly by summing over the phonon energy distribution multiplied by the
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phonon group velocity, given as = fdof dQ g,,. The RTA is an approximation to the
scattering of phonons with phonons. While more recently, there have been developments to
more complex scattering kernels that can capture the scattering for materials for which the RTA
is a poor approximation [57-60], the RTA has been shown to be accurate for silicon near room
temperature [61-63].
By summing the BTE of Eq. (1.1) over all phonon modes, we obtain:
- +=f dof d 2 I AT-g] +Q (1.2)
at ' -, 4;r I
Thus the energy conservation equation is recovered if the following relationship is enforced
between the temperature and nonequilibrium phonon energy distribution:
f dofdQi [ AT -gg =0 (1.3)
-r. 4,, I=
Equation (1.3) is how we obtain a temperature integral equation, as the nonequilibrium phonon
energy distribution g, is a functional of the temperature, and depends on the temperature in a
nonlocal way. Solving the BTE of Eq. (1.1) requires the ability to solve the partial differential
equation as a function of the material properties and as a function of the input heating and
temperature response, and applying scattering boundary conditions at surfaces in the system.
The ability to obtain an analytical solution for the energy distribution function is difficult, limited
to regular geometries. From there though, very few analytical solutions exist of the integral
equation itself, limited to only diffusive in-plane transport in a thin film [5,17,42,43].
Traditionally, the BTE has been solved numerically, and then the temperature decay is fitted
to the solution from the Fourier conduction equation in order to extract an effective thermal
conductivity [48,52]. Knowing the solution to the BTE in the diffusive limit, thanks to the
solution to the Fourier heat conduction equation, means that we have more information about the
transport in the system and need not solve the integral equation given by Eq. (1.3) in such a brute
force approach. Rather than directly solving the BTE, we utilize the solution to the Fourier
equation as a trial function, and use the variational technique to optimize this solution. This
reduces the two-step process of doing an exact numerical solution and then fitting to the Fourier
solution into a single one, where we immediately utilize the Fourier trial function and optimize it
to extract the effective thermal conductivity. This has been shown to yield highly accurate
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solutions to the BTE analytically [64,65]. By obtaining analytical formulas for the effective
conductivity in various geometries, this allows for a deeper insight into the material properties
that affect transport, and to more accurately generate algorithms that can reconstruct the material
properties given experimental measurements which extract the effective thermal conductivity.
The variational approach utilized here for the BTE is analogous to the variational method in
quantum mechanics, used for improving one's trial solution for the ground state energy of a
given system [66,67]. The variational principle has been applied to the BTE previously in
calculating the cross plane heat flux in a thin film [68]. Allen [68] utilized a specific error
metric, one that tries to best enforce uniform heat flux through the slab to ensure energy
conservation, to approximately calculate the thermal flux between a hot wall and cold wall.
Furthermore, variational techniques have been applied to solving the BTE at the initial stage of
the partial differential equation itself [69,70]. In this approach, first described by Ziman [34], the
partial differential equation for the phonon distribution function is solved utilizing the variational
principle, and the variational parameter is calculated by optimizing the entropy. In this work, we
develop the application of the variational principle upon the integral equation for the temperature
profile, derived from the BTE, and solve for the variational parameter by minimizing the residual
error in the equation. Although we anticipate that this approach can be applied also directly to
the BTE, the technique developed here is applied at the stage of the temperature equation for two
reasons. One being that analytically solving the BTE up to the temperature equation decreases
inaccuracies that can build up from utilizing approximations earlier on in the solution. Second,
the temperature equation allows for the direct utilization of the Fourier heat conduction solution
as the trial function, with the effective thermal conductivity (or other properties such as
interfacial resistance or boundary temperature slip) as the parameters used to minimize the error
of the variational trial function. Thus this methodology offers an efficient, approximate
approach to solving the BTE to study nanoscale thermal transport.
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1.3 Organization of thesis
The organization of this thesis is as follows: in Chapter 2 we formally introduce the variational
approach to solving the BTE for analyzing nondiffusive thermal transport, and apply it to the
TTG experimental configuration in the one-dimensional limit as a simple example to
demonstrate the details of the variational approach. In Chapter 3, we apply the variational
approach to the full experimental TTG geometry, both in transmission mode as well as reflection
mode to be able to offer the opportunity to study both optically transmissive as well as opaque
materials. In Chapter 4, we utilize the understanding gained from solving the forward problem
of outputting temperature distributions given material properties, to be able to generate a new
attack on the inverse problem of extracting the material properties from experimental
measurements. In chapter 5, we use the variational approach to study the TDTR / FDTR
geometry as the study of nondiffusive transport would not be complete without an understanding
of thermal transport across interfaces. In Chapter 6, we explore the effect of the phonon source
distribution on size effects to demonstrate that systems in which the heating excites a thermal
distribution of phonons can behave very differently in the nondiffusive regime compared to
systems where the heating excites phonons with distributions that are nonthermal extremes. In
Chapter 7, we provide some major conclusions of this work and future steps to take to extend our
understanding of thermal transfer in the nondiffusive regime further with this developed
formalism.
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Chapter 2
Variational approach to solving the BTE
In this chapter, we elaborate on a new universal variational approach to solving the BTE
introduced in the previous chapter. This variational approach enables extraction of phonon mean
free path (MFP) distributions from experiments exploring nondiffusive transport by providing
insight into the way material properties and the system geometry affect the effective thermal
conductivity. By utilizing the known Fourier heat conduction solution as a trial function for the
temperature from the BTE, we present a direct approach to calculating the effective thermal
conductivity from the BTE. We demonstrate this technique on the transient thermal grating
(TTG) experiment, which is a useful tool for studying nondiffusive thermal transport and probing
the mean free path (MFP) distribution of materials. In this chapter we focus on the one-
dimensional limit of the TTG to illustrate the approach in detail without the complications of
boundary scattering, before moving on to applying the variational approach to the full TTG
configuration in Chapter 3.
2.1 The suppression function and its limitations
By utilizing the suppression function for a given experimental geometry, one can obtain the
material's phonon MFP distribution from the experimentally measured thermal conductivity
through MFP reconstruction [17,27,29,37]. To obtain the effective thermal conductivity, the
thermal signal from the experiment is fitted to the results of Fourier's law. The suppression
function is calculated through modeling of the given experimental geometry with the BTE.
However, one key assumption in this method is the universality of the suppression function, i.e.
the ability to express the suppression function as S = S(A, / L) so that it depends only on the
ratio of MFP to a characteristic length for a given experimental configuration, but not otherwise
on the material properties. This assumption allows one to obtain effective thermal conductivities
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by solving for the suppression function from the gray BTE, i.e. the BTE equation with a single
MFP [52]. This assumption has been shown to be not strictly valid in the past [48,52] and will
be further shown in this chapter.
The BTE is notoriously difficult to solve, especially for complex geometries, which presents
difficulty in calculating the effective thermal conductivity of materials in a given experimental
geometry. So far almost exclusively, numerical solutions are implemented that directly attempt
to solve the BTE, and are then fitted to the Fourier heat conduction solution to extract the
effective thermal conductivity and corresponding suppression function for the experimental
geometry. Experimental methods have also been utilized that rely on first-principles material
property data to obtain a calibrated suppression function [27]. The key insight in our work here
is to utilize the temperature distribution obtained from the Fourier heat conduction equation
directly in the BTE for the given experimental geometry to facilitate, hence significantly
simplify, its solution. Furthermore, we develop a variational approach to yield solutions to the
spectral BTE, thus the work here is not limited by any approximations on the dependence of a
phonon's velocity and MFP on its frequency. By utilizing the temperature field derived from the
Fourier heat conduction equation and the variational method, we obtain solutions that are both
simple yet can reproduce the exact numerical results from the BTE in terms of obtaining the
effective thermal conductivity. Our approach provides a more direct, universal methodology for
extracting the effective thermal conductivity and corresponding suppression function to enable
the extraction of intrinsic material properties such as the phonon MFP distribution from
nondiffusive experiments.
We begin with a model problem of the one-dimensional TTG experimental geometry as an
example to demonstrate the variational process formally. In the TTG experiment, two laser
beams are crossed in order to generate a sinusoidal heating profile on a sample, with a spatial
periodicity of length A. Once heated, the sample is allowed to relax and the thermal decay
profile is measured to yield information about the transport within the material. At grating
periods on the order of micrometers, nondiffusive transport has been observed [16,18,19]. Given
the success of this experiment in probing nondiffusive transport and the opportunity to yield
MFP data using reconstruction techniques that have been developed [37], the ability to model
this experiment is critical. Furthermore, the relative simplicity of the geometry makes it more
accessible for theoretical modeling.
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The TTG in the one-dimensional case has been previously studied in a two-fluid framework,
and with simplifying assumptions about the scattering of high and low frequency phonons, an
analytical suppression function has been calculated [18] and utilized in MFP reconstruction [37],
but there is a concern that this model is only valid at the onset of nondiffusive transport. Collins
et al. solved the problem with a numerical approach to obtain the exact solution both in the gray
case as well as the full spectral case for the BTE for Si and PbSe [52]. Deviation of the two-fluid
model from the exact numerical solution was shown for PbSe [52]. Hua and Minnich obtained
the Fourier transform of the thermal decay analytically, and were able to recover the two-fluid
model suppression function in the weakly nondiffusive limit [48]. However, there is no closed
form expression for the thermal decay rate y and the suppression function S that matches
numerical results.
Utilizing the notation by Collins et al., we begin with the spectral BTE in one dimension
under the relaxation time approximation [52] :
" + Y g g - g (2.1)
at ax 'r,
where g,, is the phonon energy density per unit frequency interval per unit solid angle above the
reference background energy, related to the distribution function and density of states as
hcoD(w)(f
g(O= ,7r (f,-f (To)). is the direction cosine, v, is the group veloci is the
relaxation time, and go is the equilibrium energy density, given by go -C(, (T -To) in the
4r
dflinear response regime, where the spectral heat capacity is given by C(, = hwD(w) df" , and the
dT
equilibrium distribution is given by Bose-Einstein statistics as: fo (TO) = exp hco -1.
kBT
The linear response regime assumes that heating in the material is small enough so that the
temperature rise is small compared to the background room temperature, i.e. IT - ToI<< To, where
To is the background room temperature. In the TTG experiment, the temperature initially has a
sinusoidal profile and in general obeys T(x,t) = To +h(t)T.eqx in complex form where T,, is the
initial amplitude of the spatial variation, q = 2z/ A is the grating wavevector, and h (t) is the
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non-dimensional, normalized temperature that describes the decay of the initial temperature
profile. The non-dimensional temperature satisfies 0 s h(t) s 1, h(t = 0)= 1 and h(t -> oo)= 0 to
describe the decay of the initial temperature profile. Similarly, the distribution function will also
obey this spatial variation g.(x,t,p)=e g.(t,p) as well as the equilibrium distribution
go (x,t) = e, C-Tm h(t), thus relating the equilibrium energy distribution to the temperature4,,
profile.
Integrating Eq. (2.1) with respect to frequency and the solid angle yields the equilibrium
condition in the spectral case described previously and given by Eq. (1.3) [5]:
0 =fw" 0 -g dQd wc (2.2)
Solving Eq. (2.1) yields the nonequilibrium energy density in terms of the temperature as:
g.(t,u) CT'" exp -i(1+ iqv.-rW) + - f dt'h(t')exp - t'(1+ iqv.-rT,(J) (2.3)
4z r, 4jr r., o (
where we have used the initial condition that the system is initially an equilibrium thermal
C Tdistribution, i.e. 4.(t=O,p)=go(t=O)= 4,'" .
4ir
Inserting the solution into the equilibrium condition of Eq. (2.2) in the spectral case [5] to
close the problem yields the integral equation for the non-dimensional temperature obtained
previously [48,52]:
0 ) 0 (0 0)h (t)S ao d = fom b. (t) da)+ oh (t' o m b t - t) dco t' <2.4)
where we have defined for simplicity b.. (t) exp - tLsinc(qvOt) . This integral equation is
easily solved with a Laplace transform, and the temperature profile can be solved for with an
inverse transform as obtained by Hua and Minnich [48]. Other methods to solving the BTE is to
either obtain a numerical solution by solving the integral equation by finite differences [26,52],
or by utilizing Monte Carlo techniques [37,50,51].
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2.2 Variational solution to the ID TTG
We depart from these established approaches by treating the unknown temperature distribution
as a variational function and rewrite Eq. (2.4) by shifting all terms to one side of the equation to
define:
H (t) = ft .b) (t) ddw + f'(t(f) dw+ ' b, (t- t')dcodt' (2.5)
If the function we guess for the temperature profile is the exact temperature profile that solves
the BTE, then this function will be identically zero everywhere. The function H represents the
error in energy conservation, and can be thought of as an artificial heat source/sink (up to
constant factors such as 4.r and T,,m) as it has been defined from the temperature integral
equation which comes from the equilibrium condition of the BTE [5]. In the exact case it should
be zero everywhere, but since our trial function will not be the exact solution, we would like to
optimize the function that makes H(t) as close to zero as possible to minimize the error in our
trial solution.
The optimization procedure can be done in several ways. One method is to mathematically
define an error metric and minimize the error in order to calculate the variational parameter.
Some common examples of error metrics are least squares Er(y)=f H2(t)dt and least
absolute error Er(y) = fH(t) dt. Another approach is to require certain physical conditions to
be met, and we can impose one physical condition for every variational parameter available in
the trial solution. A simple, intuitive physical constraint is to impose that energy conservation
should hold when considering the entire decay time. Doing so yields the following statement of
energy conservation:
CT,, =iqfoQ(t)dt (2.6)
The left hand side of Eq. (2.6) represents the energy per unit volume initially deposited by the
heating lasers, while the right hand side represents the total energy flux over all time, where Q is
the heat flux in the x-direction in complex form consistent with our complexified temperature.
The heat flux is calculated by utilizing the spectral energy density solved from Eq. (2.1).
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Calculating the flux and inputting the variational solution into Eq. (2.6), we utilize this physical
condition to solve for the variational parameter, imposing that the trial function will satisfy
energy conservation over the entire decay time just as the exact solution does. The key point is
to optimize the trial function, either by imposing physical conditions to be met or mathematical
error functions to be minimized and there are various ways to do so. We will show that both
approaches provide good agreement with the exact numerically solved effective thermal
conductivity.
Typically in the variational approach, one uses a trial function that is known from intuition
about the system, and the trial function is optimized to minimize the chosen error function. The
accuracy of the variational approach hinges upon the utilization of an appropriate trial function,
which can be difficult to deduce. In solving the BTE with this variational approach, the Fourier
heat conduction solution provides this trial function, especially since our goal is to extract the
effective thermal conductivity (or in other cases properties such as interfacial thermal resistance,
diffusivity, etc.) of the system.
For the one-dimensional TTG, the exact temperature solution of the Fourier heat conduction
equation is T (x, t)= To+ Te*e-" where a is the thermal diffusivity. Therefore, we take for
the trial function (t)=e- with aff =y / q 2 . While other trial functions can be inputted to
approximately solve the BTE, the elegance of this approach is that it immediately utilizes the
Fourier heat conduction temperature field appropriately modified as an input, and optimizes to
find the modified properties such as effective thermal conductivity that solves the BTE with
minimized error, converting the difficult task of solving an integral equation for the temperature
distribution into a simple task of performing integration. This provides a more direct approach to
obtaining the effective thermal conductivity and no longer needs to fit the derived solution to an
exponential as the trial function itself takes this functional form. We note that in other heat
transfer configurations, there can be multiple parameters in the trial solution, such as temperature
slip that can occur due to the boundary resistance as well as effective thermal conductivity in the
nondiffusive regime, but the Fourier heat conduction solution provides the starting point. In
chapter 5, we will show the variational approach in which the thermal conductivity as well as the
interface conductance will be used as variational parameters. Here, we demonstrate the
technique on this simple case where only one variational parameter will be needed for simplicity.
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Using the trial function, we can solve the condition of Eq. (2.6) to obtain for the thermal
decay rate:
f"do " 1- -arctan(r7,)]
y 77.- (2 .7)
fo" dwC. - arctan(Y7.
where we have defined the non-dimensional Knudsen number 1j, = qA, = 2fA,, / A where A is
the grating period. We utilize the normalized effective thermal conductivity for simplicity,
defined as - ,y where C is the heat capacity obtained by integrating the spectral heat
kbulk q 2 kb
capacity C =f Cdw. The bulk thermal conductivity is given by kbulk f C.v(,A(Odo. In
Fig. 2-1, we compare results obtained for Si and PbSe, for which previous approaches for
obtaining the effective thermal conductivity include assuming a constant MFP distribution [52],
an exact numerical solution [48,52], and the two-fluid model[18]. The spectral numerical results
are obtained by fitting the exact solution of Eq. (2.2), obtained by finite differences, to the
Fourier exponential profile [52]. The spectral variational results are plotted from Eq. (2.7) using
the physical condition of Eq. (2.6). The least squares results are obtained numerically by
inputting a set of values for the effective thermal conductivity into the function H, calculating the
least squares integral for H as the error metric, and finding the appropriate value of the effective
conductivity which minimizes the error. The gray variational results are obtained by taking the
gray limit of Eq. (2.7), extracting a gray suppression function, and inputting into the effective
thermal conductivity, i.e. keff, gry = 3 "CVoA (o gray(n.)do . Note that this gray approximation
is identical to the 'frequency integrated gray medium' approach performed numerically by
Collins et al. [52]. Silicon is known to have a wide range of MFPs, and shows that the gray
solution derived suppression function does a poor job in reproducing the exact numerical results.
We also look at PbSe, which has a narrower range of MFPs. We utilize the same material
properties for Si and PbSe as utilized by Collins et al. for comparing between the numerical
spectral solution and the variational solution developed here. Note that the optimized solution,
both from the least squares method and from imposing a physical condition method, agree
excellently with the exact numerical solution, which demonstrates the predictive power of the
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variational approach and the freedom to perform the optimization in different ways. Here the
two-fluid model deviates from the exact solution at smaller grating periods. The gray
suppression function performs better for this material due to its narrower range of MFP's as
compared to silicon [52].
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FIG. 2-1. 1 D TTG effective thermal conductivity of (a) silicon and (b) PbSe. Here the effective
thermal conductivity is plotted to compare the variational technique with the exact numerical
technique and various approximations. The variational technique for the full spectral BTE, both
with the physical condition of Eq. (2.5) and with least squares optimization, demonstrates
excellent agreement with the exact numerical solution.
From the definition of the effective thermal conductivity and the thermal decay rate of Eq. (2.7),
we extract a suppression function:
3 iarctan(q.)]
S, = - arta -7. (2.8)
do C, arctan )C ?7
We note that although the numerator is dependent only on the ratio of MFP to the grating
spacing and hence universal, the denominator depends in general on the material properties of
the system. This result is significant not only because it shows the suppression function is not
universally dependent on a ratio of MFP to a length in the system, but also because we now have
a way to properly address this problem analytically and more generally, numerically. The
numerator is equal to the suppression function previously derived by Maznev et al. [18] and has
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been called the weakly quasiballistic suppression function [48]. Hua & Minnich have shown that
there is in fact a correction to the suppression function in the full form, but their expression
depends on the thermal decay time which intrinsically depends on the temperature solution to the
BTE [48]. Our optimized solution provides the suppression function and illuminates its
dependence on the grating period as well as its material property dependence. Furthermore, we
can determine the validity domain of the two-fluid model by comparing the denominator of the
optimized expression to unity. Thus, the following quantitative metric is obtained for the
validity of the two-fluid model, f do) (1) -1 <<1. One could Taylor expand thef* C r7,
suppression function of Eq. (2.8) for large values of the grating period relative to MFP to get an
expression that is a first order correction to the two-fluid approximation for the thermal decay
rate. In Fig. 2-2, we show the denominator of Eq. (2.8) for both Si and PbSe. We find that the
two-fluid model can predict the effective thermal conductivity of Si with less than 5% error for
grating spacings of 1 micron or higher. For PbSe, the two-fluid model has less than 5% error for
grating spacings of 0.1 micron or higher. The cutoff grating spacing is larger for Si than for
PbSe because Si has a MFP distribution that has a larger maximum MFP value than for PbSe, as
shown in Fig. 2-1, hence demonstrates earlier deviation from the exact result.
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FIG. 2-2. Denominator of optimized spectral suppression function for Si (red) and PbSe (blue),
yielding a metric for the validity of the two-fluid model.
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The variational method can, of course, be applied to the gray case, for which we extract a
suppression function that only depends on the Knudsen number. We take Eq. (2.8) and assume a
constant MFP distribution to obtain:
32 rtn r. ar ;S7r )= -- a ( (2.9)
The term in the curly brackets is the additional factor we have obtained compared to the two-
fluid model. The gray suppression function demonstrates a weaker suppression (higher effective
thermal conductivity) than the two-fluid model due to this additional factor. The gray
suppression function of Eq. (2.9) excellently reproduces the results of the normalized gray
medium effective diffusivity obtained numerically previously by Collins et al. [52]. However,
we have shown that indeed this approach of inputting the gray suppression function into the
effective thermal conductivity expression is not universal, and performs rather poorly, especially
for silicon as shown by the gray variational results from Fig. 2-1.
2.3 Summary
In summary, we have developed a variational approach that yields a new way of extracting the
effective thermal conductivity of the system by exploiting knowledge of the Fourier heat
conduction equation solution. In general, this approach to solving the temperature equation for
the spectral BTE can directly yield the effective thermal conductivity from nondiffusive phonon
transport experiments without brute force numerical solution of the BTE. We demonstrated the
power of this approach in this chapter by calculating the thermal decay rate as well as an
analytical suppression function for one-dimensional transient grating experiments. Our spectral
suppression function yields the exact suppression of thermal conductivity. We have shown that
the suppression function is not universal, and utilizing the gray solution to the BTE does not
perform well in reproducing the exact spectral data. Moreover, the variational approach
developed here can be used as a universal technique for solving the BTE and obtaining both
experimental observables, such as measured heat flux or thermal decay rate, as well as the
effective thermal conductivity. We will elaborate on the variational approach for the TTG in the
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next chapter, applying it to the case of two-dimensional transport as is more experimentally
relevant. We will analyze the solution to the BTE for a thin film that is optically transmissive, as
well as for opaque substrates.
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Chapter 3
TTG for thin films and opaque substrates
In the previous chapter, we laid out the details of the variational approach for the model system
of the one-dimensional grating. In this chapter, we delve further into the TTG geometry, and
solve the BTE with the variational approach to model thermal transport in thin films as well as
opaque substrates. These two geometries, which are operated in transmission mode [16] and
reflection mode [19], respectively, more accurately resemble the true TTG geometries used to
measure nondiffusive heat transfer. The one-dimensional limit of the TTG of the previous
chapter is the limit of very large film thicknesses for which the laser pulse penetrates far into the
material, yielding only one-dimensional in-plane transport. Now we consider the true multi-
dimensional transport problem in order to calculate effective thermal conductivities that depend
on multiple experimental length scales.
3.1 Thin Film TTG
In the thin film TTG geometry, the materials utilized are optically transmissive, so that the
diffraction pattern of the crossed laser beams is obtained on the opposite side of the film, and the
temperature of the film is obtained from this diffraction pattern [16]. In this case, the system is
heated approximately uniformly across the thickness of the film, with a sinusoidal in-plane
spatial profile. Here, we demonstrate the utility of the variational approach for analyzing heat
transport for nanostructures in multi-dimensional geometries and in the presence of phonon
scattering at boundaries, which is more relevant to realistic experimental conditions.
Specifically, we analyze the relaxation of a thermal grating in a suspended thin membrane [16].
The consideration of size effects from the thin film is critical to explain the experimentally
obtained thermal decay profiles, especially for very thin films [17] and can reveal the reduction
of thermal conductivity and deviation from the Fourier heat conduction solution both from the
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size effects of the grating spacing and the film thickness. This is a nontrivial extension to the
one-dimensional TTG since the spectral BTE is considerably harder to solve in a multi-
dimensional geometry [26,27] and in the presence of boundary scattering. The thin film TTG
geometry has been studied previously with the Monte Carlo approach[20]. In this chapter, we
demonstrate the ability of the variational approach to provide an analytical form for the
temperature profile and the associated thermal decay rate. This provides the ability to study the
full material and geometry dependence of the thermal transport in the TTG in the transmission
mode configuration. We demonstrate that results from this variational approach are in excellent
agreement with Monte Carlo simulation on Si and PbSe. The variational approach offers the
ability to accurately solve the BTE and study a wide range of materials in the nondiffusive
regime with a closed form expression, and computationally a much faster way to study
nondiffusive transport over a broad range of length scales for the film thickness and the thermal
grating period.
We begin with the spectral Boltzmann transport equation under the relaxation time
approximation for the spectral energy density:
1 +iv Vgc, = - ". (3.1)
at (O
where go, is the phonon energy density per unit frequency interval per unit solid angle above the
reference background energy, related to the distribution function as g, = ((f, -fo(To))47r
v., is the group velocity, r, is the relaxation time, and go is the equilibrium energy density,
given by go C(,) (T - TO) in the linear response regime. In the TTG experiment, the
4,7
temperature initially has a sinusoidal periodic profile as T(x,t = 0) = To + T.ex in complex form
where T, is the initial amplitude of the spatial variation and q = 21 / A is the wavevector for the
grating sinusoidal profile. We assume that the initial temperature profile is uniform across the
thickness of the film (depicted in Fig. 3-1) as is often the case in experiment[18]. We require
T. << To to ensure we are in the linear response regime. We expect the temperature profile to
obey T(x,z,t)+= T+Tme h(z,t) where h(z,t) is the non-dimensional temperature that satisfies
0s h(z,t)s 1, h(z,t=0)=1 and h(z,t-+oo)=0.
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FIG. 3-1. Schematic showing the geometry and coordinate system for the thin film. The
thickness of the film d is depicted separating the adiabatic top and bottom surfaces. The grating
period L shows the separation between hot spots (red) and cold spots (blue), which are uniform
vertically across the membrane thickness initially (t = 0).
Similarly, the distribution function will be given by g, = eg(,) and the equilibrium distribution
C T
by o = '" m h(z,t). The BTE now takes the form:
4ff
' + ( ,iqpj,,,+ -g (3.2)
at \az TO
where we have removed the y-dependence due to the translational symmetry, and define pIpi
as the direction cosines in the x (in-plane) and z (cross-plane) directions, respectively. If one
measures a polar angle 0 and azimuthal angle # from the z-axis, then in that case the direction
cosines are simply pz =cos(0) and p, =sin(6)cos(P), but we will keep the form general. We
utilize the Laplace transform in time and the initial condition of the temperature profile to reduce
this partial differential equation to an ordinary differential equation:
+ K , + ns ++i, 9 4,-r (3.3)
au 2Kn,,,Y " 2Kn,p,
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where we have replaced z by a non-dimensional variable u = 2z / d where d is the thickness of
the thin film so that -1 < u <1. Furthermore, we have defined the following non-dimensional
quantities utilizing the mean free path A, = v,, r to characterize the size effect of the grating
spacing, 71, = qA, , and the film thickness, Kn,, = A, / d , given by the Knudsen number. To
simplify the notation, we will utilize the term V = 1+ sr p' to group the variables in a
2Knjp.
compact form. We impose adiabatic, diffuse boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the
thin film,
(u1,s,p,,p, > 0)= or (3.4)
(U=1, s, P, p, < 0) = a2
where we define the following solid angle integrals:
1
at - f dQ E)(u ,)u ((u = ls,,,u)
J 9(3.5)
a2 =If dQ e(mp), ,iz,(u=1,sp,,pZ)
Jr
which are proportional to the spectral energy flux approaching the bottom and top walls of the
thin films, respectively. Note the integrations are only over hemispheres representing flux
towards the corresponding surface and not the entire solid angle. We have utilized the Heaviside
step functions O(x) to restrict the integration region appropriately.
Solving Eq. (3.3) and applying the boundary conditions of Eq. (3.4) yields:
[ (U',S)+-rm C 1
L ~ ~ ~ ~ 0g(u',s)+trCOm 36,(u,s,x,, p )(pu) or exp(-V(u+1))+f du'exp(-V(u -u')) 4,- +
2Kn,,Yz(3.6)
go (u',s) +,r..
E(-pz) 02exp(-V(u -1)) + fudu'exp(-V(u - u')) 2Kn,0  4.7
where the first term describes phonons flowing towards the positive z-direction (top boundary)
and the second term describes phonons flowing towards the negative z-direction (bottom
boundary). Integrating the solution of Eq. (3.6) over the solid angle hemispheres at the walls
from Eq. (3.5) yields coupled equations for the energy approaching the walls of the thin film,
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1,a 2 . Solving this coupled equation, and utilizing the even symmetry of the system about the
center line u = 0 of the thin film yields:
2 go (u',s)+r,
o, =2 =f du 2n F2(1+u') (3.7)
1-2F (2) -1 2Kn,
where we have defined the following integral function for convenience:
F, (u)= Lf dQO(p )pn2exp(-Vu) (3.8)
The symmetry of the coordinate system we have chosen requires that the temperature, and thus
the equilibrium energy density, be even in the spatial variable u. Thus this completes the
solution for the spectral energy density in terms of the equilibrium energy density (and thus the
temperature) when combining the results of Eqs. (3.6-3.8).
Integrating Eq. (3.1) with respect to the solid angle and all phonon modes yields the
equilibrium condition in the spectral case[5]. The equilibrium condition in this case can be
expressed as:
2fdo-go(u,s)= fd1o fdQg,,(usp,,p,) (3.9)
r, 
-r, 2.7
Note that the integral over o is a compact notation we use for simplicity where it implies a sum
over all phonon polarizations and corresponding frequencies of those branches[36]. Inputting
the solution of Eq. (3.6) into Eq. (3.9), and inputting the expression for the non-dimensional
temperature go (u,s) = ""h(u,s), we obtain the integral equation governing the temperature
4ff
distribution:
(u,s)f do C- = f do du' "F, 22 u')[2 (1 +u)+ F2 (1 - U) (3.10)
r, , 4 4Kn. 1-2F3(2)
Notice that this is an integral equation in the spatial variable u, which, after solving, would
require an inverse Laplace transform to obtain the temporal decay of the temperature profile.
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3.2 Variational solution to the thin film TTG
We seek an approximate solution of Eq. (3.10) by using a trial function obtained using the heat
diffusion equation. In the thin film TTG geometry, the latter yields a very simple exponentially
decaying solution of T(r,t) = To +Texe " 2, where a is the thermal diffusivity. Following the
approach previously utilized for the one-dimensional TTG[64] in chapter 2, we take a trial
solution li(u,t)= exp(-yt) where the decay rate y = q 2aff is determined by the "effective"
thermal diffusivity aeff. By treating the latter as a parameter, we seek to optimize the chosen
simple trial function to get the best approximate solution of Eq. (3.10).
As was demonstrated previously[64], one can take both a mathematical approach, seeking to
reduce the least squares error of the error residual of the temperature equation from Eq. (3.10), or
one can impose physical constraints that the trial function should satisfy. Since our trial function
has only one variational parameter, it would suffice to impose a single condition to optimize the
solution. The physical condition we pick is to demand energy conservation to hold over the thin
film control volume considering the whole time decay. In this geometry, we take a control
volume over the thickness of the film, and for convenience of a width equal to half of the grating
period, centered at a peak in the temperature, where the temperature is above the average
background in order to observe heat flux outwards laterally towards the troughs in the
temperature spatial profile. By considering the entire decay time, energy conservation demands
that the total energy initially deposited by the heating laser pulse into the control volume must be
equal to the total energy that flows out of the control volume over the entire decay time. As the
top and bottom surfaces of the thin film are adiabatic, we need not consider the flux in the z
(cross plane) direction, qz, and thus energy only flows out due to in-plane flux out of the control
volume. Integrating over all time, and over the thickness of the thin film in the z direction, and
over the width of the control volume in the x direction yields in complex form:
Xd (1
CT,, -2if dzf dt 4 (z, t)
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where q, is the heat flux in the x (in-plane) direction, given by q, (x,z,t) = e*'4c(z,t) due to the
periodicity of the heating profile. Eq. (3.11) simply says that the total initial energy must be
equal to the total flux away in the in-plane direction from peak to trough integrated over time.
Beyond a physical demand for energy conservation, Eq. (3.11) has also a mathematical
benefit. In the 1D TTG model, it can be shown that imposing this physical constraint as
demonstrated previously[64], makes it such that the area under the temperature decay curve from
the trial exponential solution matches the area under the exact temperature decay. While this
cannot be strictly proven in the thin film TTG problem due to the z dependence in the problem,
the benefit of this is that a function that starts at unity will be constrained to match the area of the
actual decay and for the monotonically decaying temperature profile, this will yield an excellent
approximation, as will be seen in Fig. 3-2.
The heat flux is obtained by integrating the spectral energy density over the solid angle and
phonon frequencies in the form q(u,s)=f d9v0f dQpi,(u,sqp,,p). Inputting the spectral
energy density expression of Eq. (3.6) and integrating, we obtain:
h (u'P,s) + r'O , 2F2(+'
h(u, STmf doC. ,f1 du' Gi (u-u' )+ 1-2F3 (2) [G2(1+u)+G2 (1 (3.12)
where the following solid angle functions have been introduced for convenience:
F, (u)= f O(pj,"-2evu
2zr (3.13)
G, (u)= I M ( )pxpn" e-V"
The in-plane heat flux can be integrated over the thickness of the film and after inputting the trial
1
exponential function, whose Laplace transform is given by h(u,s) - , and taking s to be zero
s+Y
to integrate over all time, the conservation equation of Eq. (3.11) can be solved to yield the
thermal decay rate:
f dwo { 1- 1 arctan(j.) + W(,,,Kn,)}
Y = (3.14)
f dwC { arctan (?.)- W (,, Kn,)
where we have defined the following functions given by solid angle integrals:
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T (r n,,n,)= V 2
VO
I, dQ(p,) Kn,p. [I 1 +- irpI (3.15)
IPI(7( ,K.)=2.7 f +rjp) Kn,p y
= rdor'd Kn, ,I [-exp I l+irl, l -i2 cos(2#ro)
(I + ir?,91- p2cos (2.7$)) 
Kn,,py
which can be viewed as generalizations of the exponential integral functions[71].
Using the relation of the thermal conductivity to the thermal decay rate from the Fourier heat
conduction solution k = yC / q2 , we obtain the effective thermal conductivity for the thin film
TTG:
3 
f 1( L
ifdwC,v,A 0 2 - aca~,)Vr.,n,
k -r"(3.16)
1f dwC, arctan(r.) - IF (77,,Kn,)
Note the complex material property dependence of the effective thermal conductivity, in that we
have two integrals over phonon properties appearing. We take the limits of large membrane
thickness and large grating spacing and verify the expected limits of the one-dimensional TTG
expression[64] and the Fuchs-Sondheimer [42,43] formula:
'rw 3_ 1
JdWC,,,A,, 2 1- -arctan(,
k(d >> A.,, A) = 31
C f dwQC. -arctan(n. 0)  (3.17)
1 .131 1k(A >>A(Od) = fdwC(,v(,A, 
-Kn, -- E, +E ( )3 2 4 Kno, n0
The suppression function is defined by the relation to the effective thermal conductivity [18,52]
as k = f C.,v ,A ,S0) dwo, where again the integral over o implies a sum over all phonon
polarizations and frequencies, in compact form [36]. The suppression function characterizes the
effective reduction of the MFP of phonons due to size effects from the heat transfer geometry,
which corresponds to a reduction in thermal conductivity. However, only in the large grating
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period limit can a universal suppression function, necessary for MFP reconstruction from the
previously developed reconstruction algorithm [37], be obtained.
The temperature decay curves for some representative thicknesses of film and grating
spacings for Si and PbSe are shown in Fig. 3-2, utilizing the same material property data from
the previous one-dimensional TTG studies [52,64]. The variational approach is compared
against the Monte Carlo results obtained for the thin film TTG [20]. The variational approach
demonstrates a predictive ability to studying the temperature decay over a broad range of grating
periods, even into the strongly nondiffusive thermal transport regime, when the thermal decay
deviates from exponential decay.
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FIG. 3-2. Temperature decay dynamics for PbSe (10 nm thick film) and Si (390 nm thick film)
for several grating spacings, comparing the results of the variational technique (dashed line) and
Monte Carlo runs (solid line).
To get a clearer picture of the onset of nondiffusive transport, we plot the thermal decay rate
against the square of the grating wavevector in Fig. 3-3. As the slope of this relation is equal to
the thermal diffusivity, in the diffusive regime the dependence is linear [16,20]. For larger
grating wavevectors q (i.e., at smaller periods A), the solution visually deviates from the Fourier
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heat conduction model, and this deviation occurs at TTG periods on the order of 5 microns and
50 nanometers for Si and PbSe, at membrane thicknesses of 390 nm and 10 nm, respectively.
The thermal decay rate gives a quantitative method to determine when the conductivity deviates
from the bulk value for a given membrane thickness. Note that this thermal conductivity
obtained for large grating periods will still experience size effects from the membrane boundary
scattering as predicted by the Fuchs-Sondheimer model [42,43]. This is a different metric for
determining the onset of nondiffusive transport than looking at the thermal conductivity
accumulation function and looking at the value for MFP's below which contribute to 50% of the
thermal conductivity [6]. While the thermal conductivity accumulation function would yield a
simple estimate at what length scales one would expect to observe nondiffusive transport, the
utilization of the decay rate is a more rigorous method of taking into account the full effect of the
geometry and heat transfer configuration of the system.
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FIG. 3-3. Thermal decay rate plotted against wavevector squared for (a) Si and (b) PbSe. The
deviation from the Fourier conduction model on the order of roughly 10% occurs at squared
wavevector values on the order of 2 and 20,000 pm-2 for Si (390 nm membrane thickness) and
PbSe (10 nm membrane thickness), respectively, which corresponds to on the order of 5 microns
and 50 nm, respectively, to observe the onset of suppression of thermal conductivity.
The thermal decay rate from the Fourier heat conduction equation is directly related to the
thermal conductivity, and utilizing this definition we extract the effective thermal conductivity as
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given by Eq. (3.16). By normalizing to the bulk thermal conductivity, we compare the effective
normalized thermal conductivity as a function of the grating period for various thickness films.
Fig. 3-4 shows the effective thermal conductivities of Si and PbSe for various thicknesses of
film, plotted against the grating period. The material properties are the same as those utilized in
our previous work[64] and Collins et al.[52]. There is excellent agreement with the Monte
Carlo results across a broad range of film thicknesses and grating periods. The Monte Carlo
simulations were performed by my colleague, Dr. Lingping Zeng, and further details of this
calculation can be found in Ref. [20].
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FIG. 3-4. Normalized effective thermal conductivity as a function of the grating period for
various thicknesses (increasing in thickness from bottom line to top line) of the thin film for (a)
Si and (b) PbSe. The variational approach (lines) yields effective conductivities that show
excellent agreement with Monte Carlo simulations (symbols) over a broad range of grating
periods and film thicknesses.
We can determine the grating period yielding a 5% reduction in the effective thermal
conductivity compared to the Fuchs-Sondheimer (long grating period) limit. This provides a
quantitative metric of the onset of nondiffusive transport for a given membrane thickness. From
Fig. 3-4(a), we see that for Si, the grating period that is at the onset of nondiffusive transport
occurs at approximately 40 pm, 10 pm, 7 pm, 3 pm, 2 um for membrane thickness of 10
pm, 390 nm, 200 nm, 50 nm, and 20 nm, respectively. Similarly for PbSe, Fig. 3-4(b) shows
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that the grating periods for which we can deduce the onset of nondiffusive transport occur at 300
nm, 120 nm, 90 nm, 60 nm, 50 nm for membrane thicknesses of 100 nm, 10 nm, 5 nm, 2 nm, and
1 nm, respectively. For both materials we see that the grating period for the onset of
nondiffusive transport is shorter for thinner membranes, and this can be qualitatively explained
by the reduction of the effective MFP of the systems due to the boundary scattering.
The variational approach demonstrates the simplicity of optimizing a trial solution from the
diffusive temperature profile that the experimentalist fits to, rather than a brute force solution of
the BTE followed by a fitting to a diffusive profile in order to extract material properties such as
the effective thermal conductivity. This also provides the opportunity to obtain analytical
solutions to the BTE for geometries that have never been obtained previously.
3.3 Reflection mode TTG
For materials that are opaque, the TTG cannot be operated in the transmission mode, but can be
operated in the reflection mode, where the reflection of the probe beam is utilized in order to
understand the temperature response of the surface. This is also useful for studying materials for
which very thin films cannot be experimentally manufactured. The assumption made in the thin
film TTG is that the heating is uniform across the thickness of the film, which requires a balance
between the optical penetration depth of the heating and the thickness of the film.
The reflection geometry provides the opportunity to study once again the interplay between
the in-plane length scale of the grating period and a cross plane length scale. While in the thin
film TTG the cross plane length scale was determined by the thickness of the film, which serves
to scatter phonons at the boundaries, the cross plane length scale in this case is the optical
penetration depth. In this chapter we will explore the interplay between this variables and how
the effective thermal conductivity behaves as a function of these two variables and how well the
variational approach with the modified Fourier temperature distribution can perform.
In the TTG experiment, the response in reflection mode is different than in transmission
mode for thin films. In this case, the diffusive temperature profile has been solved previously in
order to analyze the temperature signal using TTG for opaque materials [72]. For the
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experimental conditions of a spatially periodic heating, the temperature is given by
T(x,z,t) =To +Toe'xh(z,t) in complex form, and this serves as a definition of the non-
dimensional temperature h. The temperature To is the background equilibrium temperature of
the system, for example the room temperature. The heating by the laser is incorporated with a
volumetric heat generation term, given by the functional form:
Q = 6(t)e'xUOpfexp(-#z) (3.18)
where UO represents the energy per unit area deposited into the substrate by the pulse, and 6 is
the inverse penetration depth of the heating profile. The previous derivation took into
consideration different in-plane and cross-plane thermal conductivities to prove that the
experimental signal is sensitive to only the in-plane thermal conductivity[72]. For simplicity, we
show the derivation for an isotropic system, but the results can be extended to an anisotropic
system. Given that we will utilize a single, isotropic value of conductivity, we present the
Fourier heat conduction equation in this case:
ah 2 a2h PU
=-aqTh+a 2+ 0 exp(-#z)6(t) (3.19)
at a 0
with the initial and boundary conditions given by:
h(z,t= 0-) =0
ah =0 (3.20)
h(z -- oo,t)=0
which assumes an adiabatic surface at z = 0, and that the system starts at equilibrium prior to the
energy deposited by the laser. We present the solution in the Laplace transformed domain for
convenience and future utilization in the variational approach for the BTE solution:
#8UO
CT C(zTs) 0  [exp(-#8z)- exp Zq2 +s/ac (3.21)
s+a(q2 _,W +s/a
We will utilize the Fourier heat conduction temperature profile in our variational solution of the
BTE. Taking the inverse Laplace transform of this yields the temperature as a function of the
depth into the substrate and time:
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h(z,t) exp at(q 2 _IP)) exp(z)erfc lfat + ) + exp(-#8z) erfc 8,at- 2, lat
where the surface heating profile is:
h(z = 0,t) = /U 0 exp(-at(q2 - ,2))erfc(#j6 I)
CTO
(3.22)
(3.23)
To solve for the thermal transport in the nondiffusive regime, once again we begin with the
spectral Boltzmann transport equation under the relaxation time approximation:
g go -g.) Q0)L + VC, -Vg", = f ' +
at 1., 4,7
(3.24)
The sinusoidal heating profile in the x-direction (in-plane), given by the pulse form
Q. (x,z,t) = 6(t)e4xO,,( (z), means we can expect that the spectral and equilibrium energy
densities to also obey a sinusoidal profile g, = e'ixg, and the equilibrium distribution will
simplify accordingly as 4O " 0 h(z,t).4fr By inputting this in-plane sinusoidal profile and
utilizing the Laplace transform (denoted by the ^ symbol) in the time domain, the BTE simplifies
to:
+ 
1+S-ri, +irl?,/X _0  47 (3.25)
A(Oup
we have defined r, = qA., . For convenience, we define the parameter
V =1 + Sr, + ilpx to group the variables in a compact form for the following solution of the
BTE:
.(Zsp,, = exp(-Vz)9.,(z = 0,s,) + fzdz'exp(-v(z - z')
The boundary conditions are taken to be:
(z = L,s,yx,y, < 0) = 0
.(z =O,s,yX, >0)= o
)o (Z s)+r) 4;r
The first boundary condition takes an imaginary blackbody wall at length L into the substrate at
the background temperature to account for the semi-infinite substrate, and later we will take this
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where
(3.26)
(3.27)
A.,pM
length to infinity. The second boundary condition allows for the adiabatic boundary condition of
with diffuse scattering, where a = If dQ()p, = which is proportional to
the specular heat flux approaching the surface. We have utilized the Heaviside step function to
reduce the integration over the solid angle only to consider phonons approaching the surface.
Solving the boundary conditions, and taking the artificial length L to infinity yields the formal
solution to the BTE for the spectral energy density in terms of the equilibrium energy density:
go (z ,s) + T(0Q (Z)
9 (Z1s1,,Yz) = -)(-pz)f'dz' 4 exp(-V (z - z'))
go (z ,s) + 4,Qr (3.28)
fodz' A(p 4 exp(-V(z-z'))+
f 0 go (z,s)+ T.QO (Z)
dz' AN 4r 2exp(-Vz)F2(z')
where we have defined the following solid angle integral function:
F,2(z)- dQE(pz)p"-2 -vz (3.29)
The first term represents phonons moving towards the surface of heating at z 0, whereas the
second term represents phonons moving away from the surface.
The temperature equation can be derived by utilizing the equilibrium condition obtained by
integrating Eq. (3.24) with respect to frequency and the solid angle [5]. The equilibrium
condition in this case can be expressed as:
47rf do - 0 (z,s)= f do dQ, (zs,,XIYZ) (3.30)
t(0 T(0
Performing the solid angle integral, and inputting the expression for the non-dimensional
temperature expression (z,s)= C0T0 h(z,s) , we obtain the integral equation for the
4ff
temperature distribution:
C C I 
- ( QZz'h(z,s)f dco C- = f dco o dz' h (',s)+ '" IF (1z - z'j) +2F2 (z) F2 (z') 1(3.3 1)
2A., CTo.
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This is an integral equation in the spatial variable z for the non-dimensional temperature in the
Laplace domain, which after solving requires an inverse Laplace transform in order to obtain the
full temperature solution in the time domain. For the thermal distribution, the spectral heat
generation takes the form:
Q (z)= LUPexp(--#z) (3.32)
C
While other distributions can be taken, we utilize this form in order to compare to the Fourier
heat conduction solution.
3.4 Variational solution to the TTG in reflection mode
We will again utilize the known Fourier heat conduction solution as a starting point for the
variational trial function. The simplest trial function is to take the diffusive temperature profile
and allow just the thermal diffusivity to be a variational parameter. In general, the size effects
exhibited by the BTE will affect both the temporal as well as the spatial distributions of the
temperature. However, the simple variational solution that varies only one parameter, the
thermal diffusivity, we will show already does an excellent job in approximately solving the
thermal decay from the BTE over a broad range of grating period length scales. Thus, we
proceed by taking the Fourier heat conduction solution of Eq. (3.21) as a trial function and use
the thermal diffusivity as the variational parameter.
To solve for the variational parameter, we will impose that the trial function must satisfy
energy conservation taken over the control volume of the semi-infinite substrate over all time,
quite analogous to the condition utilized for the thin film TTG geometry [65]. This mathematical
condition can be obtained by integrating the BTE of Eq. (3.24) over the solid angle and
frequency, and then also over the depth variable z as well as over all time to yield:
UO -=2if, dzO dt 4~, (z, t) (3.33)
This statement says that the total energy per unit area perpendicular to the z-axis deposited in the
semi-infinite substrate initially (left hand side of Eq. (3.33)) must be equal to the total energy that
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moves away in the in-plane direction. The in-plane heat flux is obtained by utilizing the spectral
energy density of Eq. (3.28), and integrating over the frequency and solid angle, i.e.
ji (z,s) = f dof dQ v,, (z,s,UX,YZ), to obtain the in-plane heat flux:
x(z,s) = 2 Toj dwC.v. f,,fdz' h(z's) + C.,QO )]G (Iz - z'I) + 2G2 (z) F2(z')] (3.34)
where we have defined the solid angle integral function:
G,,(z) =-IfdQE)(p~ )n"2 yx exp (-VZ) (3.35)
Inserting the heat flux expression of Eq. (3.34) into the energy conservation statement of Eq.
(3.33), and inputting the variational trial function of the Fourier heat conduction solution of Eq.
(3.21) as well as the thermal distribution for the heat generation rate, we can solve for the
effective thermal conductivity after cleaning up some of the solid angle integrals. We obtain a
form similar in structure to the results from the thin film TTG [65] of Eq. (3.16):
1f dwC(,v.Af (7,,Kn,)
k = 3 (3.36)
~ dwC.g (g0 ,,Kn0 )
wheref and g of the kernels that characterize the size effects, given by:
3 1T2 (71,,Kn,)- Kn 2 (,,n,f (7,Kn,) - - -arctan()+ 2
m0 L n,, - Kn" (3.37)
1
g(r,,,Kn,) = -arctan(n,) - 4J (ij.,Kn.,)
We have defined the following solid angle integral functions:
1 1 i 0 xz
T(x,z)= - 1 (x,z)- VO (XZ)
2 1 +1+ X2
f (x,z)--fdQE(p,) 1  .3.38)
2" (X1Z .7 I+ Xx, + zp,+ ixp,
Ofo'o [1+ix 1-p7 cos(27rP) 1+zp+ix 1-p2 cos(2prO)
If we take the limit of Kn.0  0, i.e. the case of very long penetration depth, the solid angle
integrals vanish as V(', Kn0, -+ 0) oc Kn,,, and we recover the one-dimensional TTG limit as in
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this case the substrate essentially starts off at a uniform temperature, and we recover the
previously derived effective thermal conductivity [64]. The more interesting case for this
problem is the simplification of surface heating, i.e. Kn, -+ o. In this case, the kernel functions
simplify to:
1 3 1 1 2 1 3
f r/,K, > )=- --acanr, 2 - + 2 -- 17,2 _ 3f ~ (q, I rcan0 2 ,+,1+,,2rl 23
(3.39)
1 1 1 2
g (ql.,Kn -o)= -- arctan(r) + -
2 r 2 4- 1+ 1+r7
For the general case of arbitrary penetration depth, the solid angle integral functions can be
calculated analytically to obtain:
2  arctan x2-z )+arctan(I x2-z21+ z - ,+ z2 z
Z - z 2 _ x 2 + 2 z 2)12 -a-a x 2 -< z x(arctan+ x Z
(+X 2 - x3 -
VO (x,z)= )IZ= x3x
1+z-9 z+2  2 3  +n2_,2
zIz + sIn Z > x22 +(z -2-X2 2 _ 2)-2 2 Z 2J X2
(3.40)
arctan( -)+arctan x2Z
arctan(x) x
x x-z arctan( x7j
V.(x,Z) arctan(x)- 1+ X z=x
x 1+
1 + 2 2
1~ 11- Z+ z X
-arctan(x) + In z Z >x
X z2 _ + 1+ z2 x) 1+ ! 2
which allows for a fully analytical effective thermal conductivity for any penetration depth into
the substrate.
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3.5 Different length scales have different effects
To study the effect of the optical penetration depth in the case of a diffuse surface boundary
condition, we first plot the kernelsf and g as a function of 71,r for varying values of Kn.. The
1 D limit of Kn. -- 0 and the surface heating limit of Kn. -> oo define the envelope curves for
which the kernels for arbitrary values of the penetration depth must lie between. As the Knudsen
number increases, the size effect due to the optical penetration depth increases, which physically
results in a decrease of the effective thermal conductivity. This occurs due to the decrease in the
numerator kernelf: and the increase of the denominator kernel g. Figure 1 shows that these two
envelopes of the one-dimensional limit and the surface heating limits are quite close, indicating
that the effective thermal conductivity due to a diffuse boundary experiences weak effects from
the optical penetration depth, as predicted by this variational approach to solving the BTE.
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FIG. 3-5. Kernels of the effective conductivity. The numerator kernelf (a) that shows the size
effects and appears beside the differential conductivity and the denominator kernel g (b) that
shows the size effects and appears beside the spectral heat capacity. These indicate that the
optical penetration depth does not have a large effect on the effective thermal conductivity with
the diffuse surface boundary condition.
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Utilizing the derived kernels to calculate the effective thermal conductivity for silicon, we show
in Fig. 3-6 the effective thermal conductivity in the various limits. We utilize the optical
penetration depth value of P#4 = 500 nm. Note that the effective thermal conductivity is quite
similar in the one-dimensional limit and the surface heating limit. As expected, when the
thermal grating period is much smaller than the optical penetration depth, the effective thermal
conductivity takes on values of the one-dimensional limit, as the transport is mostly in-plane. In
the opposite case when the grating period is much larger than the optical penetration depth, the
effective thermal conductivity limits to the surface heating limit.
Figure 2 demonstrates that the variational technique does not show that the transport has a
strong dependence on the optical penetration depth. Thus, the one-dimensional limit of the
TTG[64] for the thermal conductivity captures the behavior of what we would expect for any
material, even though the temperature profile is still two dimensional. While the effective
conductivity is shown for silicon, this is true especially given the results of Fig. 3-5 so that
regardless of the material, the kernels do not show strong dependence on the optical penetration
depth, and thus the variational approach will not predict strong size effects from the optical
penetration depth.
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S-D limit
O 0.4- -surface heating
- p-1 =500 nm
E0.2-
0C:
03 -2 -0 2 3
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FIG. 3-6. Effective thermal conductivity for silicon in reflection mode TTG. We show the
results of the diffuse surface variational technique for silicon as markers over a wide range of
thermal grating periods, as well as the one-dimensional limit and the surface heating limit.
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An interesting physical difference between the reflection TTG and the thin film TTG is the size
effect due to the defined Knudsen number in each case. In the limit of large grating periods, the
thin film TTG limits to the Fuchs-Sondheimer [42,43] problem of in-plane transport, and there
is still a reduction of the effective thermal conductivity due to the finite size of the membrane. In
the reflection TTG, the limit of large grating period yields the bulk thermal conductivity,
regardless of the optical penetration depth. This demonstrates the limitation of a modified
Fourier approach in capturing the details of a thermal decay due to a very localized heat source.
The transport for short times will be nondiffusive, and after large enough time that scattering
among phonons makes the decay diffusive, then the system will behave as if it has a bulk thermal
conductivity. The variational method is able to capture the result that the thermal conductivity
that best recovers this behavior is bulk, however it is not capable of capturing the nondiffusive
effects at very short penetration depths when the time of decay is on the order of some of the
relaxation times of the phonons. The variational approach is not limited to using the modified
Fourier temperature profile as an input solution, and other functional forms can be inputted if one
is interested in capturing the short time decay. However, in the interest of being able to extract
the effective thermal conductivity, the modified Fourier profile is used, and the variational
condition of Eq. (3.33) is used for consistency for all length scales rather than using different
variational conditions for different length scales. Figure 3-7 shows the regime in which the
variational approach is least accurate, which is for large grating periods and short optical
penetration depths.
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FIG. 3-7. Comparison of variational method with Monte Carlo simulations for silicon with a
grating period of 10 micron and a penetration depth of 10 nm. For short times, as shown for 100
picoseconds or less, the modified Fourier profile decays too quickly as it predicts bulk thermal
conductivity whereas the transport achieves diffusive behavior for longer times, as indicated by
the better agreement after 100 picoseconds.
When the optical penetration depth is large compared to the grating period, the transport is
effectively one-dimensional and only in-plane, and the results will be given by the ID TTG for
the effective thermal conductivity and the accuracy in this regime has been demonstrated
previously [64]. However, when the grating period is very large, but the optical penetration
depth is very small, the temperature response is nondiffusive for short times, and eventually
becomes diffusive. The variational condition predicts that a bulk thermal conductivity captures
this due to the weighting of considering all times in Eq. (3.33).
In the experiment, often the grating periods utilized are on the order of single microns [16,19],
and the optical penetration depth on the order of hundreds of nanometers (500nm for Si). In this
case, the agreement with the variational method utilizing the modified Fourier temperature
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profile is expected to be far better. Figure 3-8 shows the comparison between experiment and
the variational approach, utilizing the generated DFT properties as input into the variational
formula of Eq. (3.36) [73]. The experiments were performed by my colleagues Samuel
Huberman and Ryan Duncan, utilizing the table-top TTG experimental set up of Professor Keith
Nelson of the Chemistry department of MIT. Further details into the experimental set up and
alloy properties utilized for SiGe can be found in Ref. [73].
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FIG. 3-8. Temperature decay from experiment compared with the variational approach in
reflection mode TTG. We see the comparison between the experimental measurements as well
as the variational approach for SiGe (- 6% Ge) over several grating periods of 1 micron (a), 2.05
microns (b), 4.9 microns (c), and 10 microns (d).
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From the experimental decay, by fitting to the Fourier temperature response at the surface from
Eq. (3.23), we can fit to find the effective thermal conductivity. These fits are shown in Fig. 3-9
as well as the comparison to the forward calculation from the variational approach.
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FIG. 3-9. Effective thermal conductivities extracted from reflection mode TTG experiment on
SiGe. The comparison to the variational effective thermal conductivity shows excellent
agreement. The experiment (green circles) shows excellent agreement with the variational for
the sample of Si93.4Ge6 .6 , and the curves for other allows for SiGe are shown to demonstrate the
sensitivity of the accuracy for the particular alloy tested.
We see excellent agreement between the fitted effective thermal conductivities as well as the
results from a forward calculation utilizing the variational approach. Other alloys similar to the
alloy utilized in the experiment are also shown to demonstrate the sensitivity to be able to
capture the effective conductivities of a particular sample of SiGe.
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This demonstrates the success of the variational approach, and Fig. 3-10 shows the progress of
the modeling approach over the years for the case of 1 micron grating period. The MFP
accumulation approach is one that cuts down the MFP of phonons larger than the geometrical
length scale down to the experimental value. Thus this is a crude model which captures
qualitatively the effect that the MFP of phonons is suppressed due to the geometry with just a
simple Heaviside function cutoff. The next level sophistication was the gray suppression
function model, which assumed that a suppression function existed, and that the thermal
conductivity only depended on the accumulation of thermal conductivity. By solving the BTE
assuming phonons only have a single MFP, and then adding up their contribution, the effective
thermal conductivity is calculated. The variational approach developed here is now the most
sophisticated approach and captures the output of experiment with the full phonon spectrum
included.
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FIG. 3-10. Progression of modeling efforts to capture nondiffusive temperature response. The
progression shows the increasingly more sophisticated models, starting from the MFP
accumulation model, then the gray suppression function approach, and finally the current
variational approach for a 1 micron grating period.
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3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the ability of the variational method to solve a multi-
dimensional, transient heat transfer configuration over a broad range of length scales. We solved
the BTE to yield the spectral energy density as a functional of the temperature in the thin film
TTG geometry. By utilizing a trial solution obtained from the Fourier heat conduction model
with the effective thermal conductivity treated as a variational parameter, and imposing an
energy conservation condition integrated over the membrane thickness and time, the effective
thermal conductivity was obtained analytically. The variational method was shown to yield the
expected limits in the large grating period case and large film thickness case, converging to the
one-dimensional TTG result and Fuchs-Sondheimer formula, respectively. The variational
approach demonstrates a simple and direct method for obtaining an approximate solution to the
BTE resulting in an accurate, analytical formula for the temperature profile, thermal decay rate,
and the corresponding effective thermal conductivity.
The results of this work further enhance the understanding of nondiffusive transport in the
context of temperature decay within geometries comparable to the MFP of the materials studied.
Furthermore, it demonstrates the ability of the variational method beyond simple one-
dimensional geometries,- and the variational approach can suitably be applied to other problems
involving nondiffusive phonon-mediated heat transport in nanostructures. We provide a
complete expression for the thermal conductivity that shows its full dependence on the material
properties and the geometry of the system. The analytical form provided gives the ability to
study a wide variety of materials efficiently in order to better understand nondiffusive transport,
in both the transmission mode and reflection mode configurations of the TTG. The work of this
chapter also demonstrated that not all length scales result in size effects in the same way. The
thin film thickness in transmission mode TTG and the optical penetration depth in reflection
mode TTG provided very different effects on the effective thermal conductivity, and the ability
to accurate model these configurations with the variational approach allows for such physical
insight.
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Chapter 4
MFP Reconstruction
In the previous two chapters, we demonstrated the capabilities of the variational approach to
solving the BTE in obtaining effective thermal conductivities for the TTG geometry in its
various configurations. We showed the accuracy of these analytical effective conductivities, and
more importantly, the deviation from the idea of a universal suppression function to characterize
thermal transport. This poses a difficulty for MFP reconstruction, as the previous algorithms
were engineered with a universal suppression function in mind, where the dependence of the
thermal transport on the geometry was only through the ratio of the MFP to the particular length
scale. Thus, we have shown that the accumulation of thermal conductivity alone is not enough to
characterize nondiffusive thermal transport in experiments with heating. We will show in this
chapter that for the case of heating which results in a thermal distribution for the phonons, one
must also include the accumulation of specific heat. This finding significantly impacts the
fundamental understanding of how phonon spectral properties affect macroscopic transport
properties. We provide an extended algorithm that aims to simultaneously reconstruct the
thermal conductivity and heat capacity accumulation functions. While the simultaneous
reconstruction requires more work to become readily applied to reconstruct materials for which
experimental data is available on its effective thermal conductivity, it is a step forward to a more
complete characterization of the material properties that affect thermal transport.
4.1 MFP reconstruction and the accumulation of thermal conductivity
The ability to control a length scale experimentally and probe thermal transport at different
orders of magnitude provides a spectroscopy tool for studying nondiffusive thermal transport.
The introduction of an algorithm [37] to solve the inverse problem of obtaining mean free path
(MFP) properties of a material given experimental measurements provided an alternative
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technique for the study and characterization of materials for which numerical studies may be too
computationally intensive [41,74]. The major assumption behind the algorithm has been that the
theorist must provide a universal suppression function that characterizes the effects of the
geometry of the heat transfer configuration. However, the assumption of a universal suppression
function has been shown to be flawed as we explained in chapter 2, and with a numerical study
showing the inaccuracy of utilizing a gray suppression function in characterizing the temperature
decay in the TTG [52], and more recently with an analytical expression of the effective thermal
conductivity from which a universal suppression function cannot be extracted [64,65]. Thus, this
warrants a need to extend the algorithm to be able to accurately obtain MFP properties of the
system. Furthermore, the current algorithm is only able to reconstruct the thermal conductivity
accumulation function [6], commonly deemed the MFP distribution [37], which is not sufficient
to characterize nondiffusive thermal transport.
We first review the standard process for MFP reconstruction using the suppression function.
The effective thermal conductivity is given by:
k = If C,0v(OA a)S. do (4.1)
where S,, is the suppression function. The frequency integral actually contains a sum over
branches and polarizations, embedded into the heat capacity, as it is proportional to the density
of states. We utilize this simpler notation as opposed to cumbersome terms involving sums and
integrals over frequencies of each branch in order to represent the integration over the full
phonon dispersion. We can convert this to an integration over MFP's by utilizing a delta
function as follows:
k=If C vASdw
= Cf (vA S f 6(A - A)dA do (4.2)
=fcf Cv,AS (A - A()do dA
This is very much so analogous to how we utilize a density of states to replace Brillouin zone
integrations into a simple energy integration [75]. This is to replace the sum over all phonon
modes into a simple one-dimensional integral over MFP values. For the standard algorithm, we
essentially need a suppression function such that the suppression for a given phonon of a certain
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branch and frequency only depends on that particular phonon's MFP. For now, we will consider
the case where we have only experimental length scales, as it applies to the TTG, and leave the
cases where one can have frequency scales (such as in TDTR/FDTR) for future work. If the
suppression function is universal, i.e. S,, = S(A, / LA,, /L 2 ... ), where L,L2 ... are the length
scales in the heat transfer configuration, and not dependent on the other MFP's of the system,
then and only then can we simplify the integral we have into the form:
k(4,L2 ... )= fS (,...)CvAob(A - A,)do dA (4.3)
The length scales, 4,L2 ... , can be the grating period and film thickness in the TTG [16,20,65],
the effective thermal penetration depth in TDTR/FDTR [24,25,31,44,76], to name a few
examples. Utilizing the fact that the derivative of the step function, O(x), is equal to the Dirac
delta function, 6(x) , we obtain:
k(LI, L2..)= f -S(A, A...)If C,vAo(A-A.)dwodA
0C A A d
=f S , ... f CvA(,,O(A - A,)do dA
LI L2 dA 3
A A-
= S A, A... If CvA,(A - A(,,)d A + (4.4)
L L2 3A-
d A A
-f -f C(,v,)A(0,(A - A(,)do S , ... dAfO .3 1dA LI L2
d A Ak(LiL2 ... )=-f kc (A) S ,...dAfo d A LI L2..)
where we have performed an integration by parts and utilized the fact that the suppression
function for very short length scales of the system (or very large MFP) is zero, and we have
defined the thermal conductivity accumulation function k,,,(A)= f C,v ,A O(A- A,)dW.
This expression using the Heaviside step function e is the same as that provided by Eq. (4) and
Eq. (5) of Ref. [36] in the sense that it counts the contribution of phonons to thermal conductivity
that have MFP less than a cutoff MFP, but the expressions used in Ref. [36] utilize a derivative
of the MFP with respect to frequency and require a continuous functional form or will yield
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numerical errors for the derivative if the frequency mesh is broad, whereas the Heaviside step
function allows for a more general mathematical expression which is valid for a discrete mesh or
for a continuous frequency functional form for the material properties. However, the first
approach taken to do this conversion utilized this derivative of the MFP and transformation
[6,35,36], and we formalize the mathematics here to generalize the conversion.
Due to the functional form of the accumulation function, at zero argument, the accumulation
function is zero, and at infinite argument, it recovers the bulk thermal conductivity. Clearly, the
thermal conductivity accumulation function is a monotonically increasing function due to the
property of the step function. If we discretize the system MFP values, and since we have a finite
number of experimental measurements, the integral equation given by Eq. (4.4) can be written as
a matrix equation, where the thermal conductivity values are a given vector, the suppression
function will be a matrix which takes the vector of thermal conductivity accumulation values and
maps it to the experimental values. Since the number of experimental measurements does not
necessarily equal the number of MFP values we discretize, this is a non-square matrix we need to
'invert' in order to get the thermal conductivity accumulation, and thus this is an ill-posed linear
algebra problem. The thermal conductivity accumulation function can be determined by
utilizing the thermal conductivity extracted from experiment and the derivative of the
suppression function obtained from modeling and doing linear algebra optimization to find the
thermal conductivity accumulation which best satisfies the matrix equation. Note that one does
not need to keep one length scale fixed and vary the other, in fact one could take an arbitrary set
of data points for various length scales, so long as the length scales are small enough to probe
into the nondiffusive transport regime, the thermal conductivity accumulation function can be
extracted from the reconstruction algorithm [29].
In the context of the TTG, previously a suppression function for the one-dimensional limit
was derived [18] by Maznev et al. and is of the form for the two-fluid model:
Stwo-fluid(L  3 1 [ arctan( (4.5)
where we use the non-dimensional number = 2zA, / X. This suppression function was
utilized for reconstruction as it satisfies the requirements for use within the algorithm [37]. So
we will use numerical procedures to solve the inverse problem and obtain the material properties
from Eq. (4.4) given thermal conductivity measurements and the suppression function shown.
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Deriving similarly for the variational function, a deeper look at the effective thermal
conductivity expression from the variational approach reveals a new aspect of the physics of
transport in the nondiffusive regime. We reproduce Eq. (3.36) from Chapter 3 here, which
provides the effective thermal conductivity in the TTG geometry:
1fdwCv,A, (rn,,,Kn,)
k = 3(4.6)
k f dwC ,g(17,, Kn,)
The effective thermal conductivity expression of Eq. (4.6) contains a numerator term that
depends on the differential thermal conductivity, and a geometric kernel that depends on the ratio
of the MFP to the grating period and also to the film thickness. Notably, the denominator
integral depends on the differential heat capacity, and a geometric kernel that depends again on
the ratio of MFP to grating period and to the film thickness. The kernelsf and g are given by the
forms we provided in Chapter 3 for the particular cases of the thin film TTG operated in
transmission mode as well as in reflection mode.
This demonstrates that the accumulation of thermal conductivity, which has been deemed
the 'MFP distribution' in literature [37,48], is not sufficient to characterize the material property
dependence of transport in transient configurations. If we convert the frequency integration into
MFP integration, we obtain:
d
( A f1 ) (4.7)
Cfo Cac,(A) A g(71,Kn)dAC 0 dA
The accumulation of thermal conductivity and heat capacity are expressed mathematically as
kvAO (A - A,) and C 0,, (A)= f dwC,8E(A - A.) where the Heaviside step
function e is utilized to only include contributions from MFPs below the given value A. When
normalized by the bulk thermal conductivity and total volumetric heat capacity respectively,
these functions are cumulative distribution functions that rise from the value of 0 to 1
monotonically with increasing MFP. Equation (4.7) reveals the dependence of the effective
thermal conductivity on the accumulation of thermal conductivity, and now also on the
accumulation of heat capacity. This has important consequences for our understanding of the
dependence of transport on a material's intrinsic properties.
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In theory, one could imagine two separate materials with identical accumulation of thermal
conductivity, but different accumulation of heat capacity, and the output from experiments or
numerical simulations utilizing these two materials would be different in transient systems. The
variational method has demonstrated that in order to understand how a phonon contributes to the
output of any transient thermal transport measurement, we need to understand the contribution of
that phonon to both the thermal conductivity and the heat capacity. This also highlights the
importance of solving the spectral BTE, as opposed to the gray BTE. In the gray BTE solution,
the heat capacity accumulation would not appear as the assumption of a single MFP would allow
the kernels f and g to be taken out of the spectral integration, and thus the gray solution to the
BTE would not capture the physics of the accumulation of heat capacity.
To demonstrate the importance of the denominator term, we demonstrate reconstruction
using the standard algorithm as well as with the knowledge of the denominator term to
reconstructing the thermal conductivity accumulation function. We can shift our equation by
multiplying by the denominator to obtain:
(A) ,Kn Ad (2,rA A
0= K.,,(A)-fy= ,7Kn= dA-K(Ad)f X .(A) g 1= Kn )dA (4.8)
where we use K to denote thermal conductivity normalized to its bulk value and Xacc to denote
the normalized accumulated heat capacity. In discretized form, we can define the following
matrices and vectors:
A.w= d f(77= 2 f ,Kn = A
dA 
d- A-Aj
Bn1 = wJK(Anidn ) T (1= 27rA Kn =) (4.9)dA An dn 
-A
[Wacc j = Kacc (Aj)
[kacc ]j= Xxx (Aj)
where the values w describe integration weights. Now this becomes a linear optimization
problem where we seek to minimize the penalty function:
P = Akaac - B acc 12 + cl A2 Jcc 12 + C2 IA2 acc 1 (4.10)
where it is now very much so analogous to the previous reconstruction algorithm [37]. In the
previous reconstruction algorithm, the only difference is that there is no accumulation of thermal
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conductivity term, and so the term with the matrix B is given by the experiment. Also we can
impose other inequality constraints where we limit the jump that can occur between adjacent
values so that this linear version of the problem is now solved for functions that are simply zero
and then at the end jump up to unity. The coefficients c Ic are the weights we give to
smoothness for the thermal conductivity accumulation function and the heat capacity
accumulation function given in terms of their numerical second derivatives, and the
minimization is done in the least squares fashion for the error.
Figure 4-1 shows the capabilities of reconstructing the thermal conductivity accumulation
with the previous algorithm which utilizes the suppression function. Clearly, with knowledge of
experimental measurements down to 100nm as opposed to only 1 micron, the accuracy of the
reconstruction improves, especially for shorter MFP values.
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FIG. 4-1. Reconstruction of the thermal conductivity accumulation with a suppression function,
using synthetic experimental data down to 1 micron, and down to 100 nm to demonstrate the
importance of having short grating periods to perform accurate reconstruction.
In Fig. 4-2, we show the output of reconstructing the thermal conductivity accumulation function
with the same convex optimization, but assuming that the heat capacity accumulation is a known
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function. This highlights the importance of having the denominator term in the effective thermal
conductivity.
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FIG. 4-2. Reconstruction of thermal conductivity accumulation with given heat capacity
accumulation. Data is shown again for using synthetic experimental input down to 1 micron as
well as down to 100 nm to show the importance of having short grating periods to reconstruct
small MFP values of the accumulation function.
We note that with a single micron value of grating periods and higher, the improvement from
knowing the heat capacity accumulation is negligible, as can be seen by comparing Fig. 4-1 and
Fig. 4-2. This is due to the fact that the variation of the heat capacity accumulation for silicon
occurs between 1 and 100 nm. For grating periods of 100nm and higher, we see that the
reconstruction of the thermal conductivity accumulation is greatly improved for the shorter
MFPs with the knowledge of the heat capacity accumulation, and is more accurately capturing
the lower MFP values than the standard algorithm with the suppression function. This
demonstrates the improvement offered by the variational effective conductivity.
The difficulty with implementing this generally to study a wide variety of materials is that
we require an exact knowledge of the denominator, or at least an initial guess. If we have exact
knowledge of the denominator, then we must know already the MFP's of the system, which
makes the reconstruction process unnecessary to begin with. If we have an approximate value
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for the function in the denominator based on some initial guess of the MFP's, then we can input
the suppression function into the standard linear convex reconstruction algorithm and obtain the
thermal conductivity accumulation function. The problem with this is that then we do not have a
method of iteration! The thermal conductivity accumulation function does not give us the MFP's
of the system, and they furthermore will not be able to give us a corrected guess for the
denominator. Thus an iterative approach is not a logical approach in this case. Therefore the
heat capacity accumulation will also require solving for, just like for the thermal conductivity
accumulation function.
4.2 Simultaneous reconstruction of the thermal conductivity
accumulation and heat capacity accumulation
Given measurements from the TTG measurement, the goal is to simultaneously reconstruct the
accumulation of thermal conductivity and specific heat. The form of Eq. (4.7) has the heat
capacity accumulation appearing in a nonlinear form due to its appearance in the denominator.
There are various ways to numerically attack this inverse problem, and a nonlinear, non-convex
simultaneous optimization can be performed. For simplicity, we instead proceed by recasting the
problem into a linear optimization form, by first multiplying the denominator over to the other
side. This is a functional equation, for which we have the kernels of the integrals analytically.
As there are two functions to reconstruct, we aim to generate two discretized equations for
solving. With only a single equation, the discretization has truncated the information content
that the full functional form has, such as its derivatives and higher order details of shape between
points. By utilizing the derivative of the equation with respect to the grating period, we generate
a second equation containing information of the rate of increase of the effective conductivity.
Numerically, we have:
OC 2.7A A a g(2,7A A0 = f KacC (A)[f dA -f[Xacc (A) K(X, d) (A 9A d dA
[aA( Xr )l O~1 (4.11)
0 0 ()a a 2.7A A) d - a ic (X )a 2.7A A dfo  KaCC (A), A -f \ dA -f Xacc (A) K(A,d)A ' d IdA
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where Kacc and xacc are the thermal conductivity and heat capacity accumulation functions
normalized by their respective bulk values. The derivative of the effective conductivity also has
physical meaning. With an incremental change in the grating period, it looks at the
corresponding change in the effective conductivity, thus capturing how phonons that begin to
experience size effects at that grating period change in their contribution to the effective
transport. The one difficulty with this linear reconstruction approach is that in casting the
nonlinear problem as a linear one, there is the introduction of the trivial zero solution. There are
still the same constraints placed on the accumulation functions [37], in that it must be
monotonically increasing, but in the initial attempts at reconstruction, the solutions demonstrated
a strong pull towards the zero solution while still maintaining the constraints as best as possible.
To alleviate this, the reconstruction is done in two steps. In the first step, the reconstruction is
done utilizing the large grating period limit where the denominator of Eq. (4.6) approaches unity
faster than the numerator approaches the bulk thermal conductivity. Thus a suppression function
given by the kernel of the numerator, f of Eq. (4.6), can be utilized as a first pass using the
previous algorithm [37]. The reconstruction in this case will be valid for larger MFPs, but the
accuracy drops for shorter MFPs for which the large grating approximation was taken.
Alternatively, one could also take a suppression function obtained from a gray solution, where by
taking the gray limit of Eq. (4.6), the suppression function that is identified is
S.= f(q.,,Kn,,) / g(r7,,,KnW,). The exact approach taken is not important, what is important is
that there is a first pass solution in order to get a sufficiently accurate result for at least the larger
MFPs for the accumulation of thermal conductivity. Arguably for systems with a smaller range
of MFPs, a gray suppression function approach would be more accurate. In our approach, we
took the case of the suppression function as the kernel of the numerator as this is rigorously
accurate in the large grating period limit, and we found the gray approach provided very poor
reconstruction results for the accumulation of thermal conductivity for silicon as it has a broad
range of MFPs. In the second pass through, the higher MFPs for the accumulation of thermal
conductivity are left fixed, and the simultaneous reconstruction is performed for the
accumulation of heat capacity and the lower portion of MFPs for the accumulation of thermal
conductivity. The penalty function we take in this case is:
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P= A -B x i+c1A2 +c2 A21
C -D
= K (Aj) Yi = X4cc (A.)
Aj =-wj a-f B..=-wj K (A, d) ag1AAn(.2
[A J A --
A-A1  A-A1
Cnj = _Wj a f J'k~x .= -w-aK (,d)-g XA
a A d-d, O A ddA-A 1  A-A 1
Similar to the previous algorithm [37], smoothness is implemented by adding terms to the
penalty function that aim to minimize the second derivative of the accumulation functions. The
weights w1 appear due to the discretization of the integrals, and we utilize Gauss-Legendre
quadrature. If one has a very accurate scheme for performing reconstruction of the thermal
conductivity over the whole MFP range, then the reconstruction of heat capacity need only be
performed with the input of the thermal conductivity accumulation from the previous pass,
however neither the gray approximation nor the large grating approximation are capable of
achieving this in general. Either way, once a first pass where the partial solution of the
accumulation of thermal conductivity exists, the linear simultaneous reconstruction can be
performed as the trivial zero solution is no longer outputted when one utilizes the partial solution
of the higher MFPS of the thermal conductivity accumulation function as a constraint.
In order to achieve a successful reconstruction of the accumulation functions, experimental
data is needed for short enough grating periods in order to probe the short MFPs that contribute
to transport. As the heat capacity accumulation contribution comes from MFPs that are even
shorter than the dominant MFPs that contribute to thermal conductivity, there is a need for even
shorter grating periods. With recent extreme ultra violet (EUV) measurements, the possibility to
reach grating periods down to 10 nm is achievable [77,78]. Utilizing the two-step reconstruction
process outlined previously, we performed reconstruction for silicon as a test material. The data
used to perform reconstruction is synthetic experimental data, generated by a forward calculation
utilizing the variational method. As the variational method has demonstrated success in the
forward calculation against exact Monte Carlo (MC) simulations [65], we utilize it here to
generate effective thermal conductivities, inputting DFT-obtained silicon material properties
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[64]. This allows us to test the capabilities of the reconstruction process itself without unknowns
from experimental data and other uncertainties. We varied the number of measurements, and the
grating periods utilized in the measurements to understand the sensitivity of the reconstruction to
these parameters. We found that the reconstruction required small enough grating periods to be
sensitive to reconstruct the accumulation functions for low MFPs. We also found that with 20 -
30 measurements, the reconstruction procedure was successful, but with too few measurements,
again the sensitivity to reconstructing MFPs accurately over the broad range of 1 nm to 1000
micron was difficult. With a larger number of measurements, the results of the reconstruction
shows negligible further improvement. Figure 4-3 shows the reconstruction process performed
in two steps. The markers are the reconstructed material properties, while the solid lines are the
reference DFT derived material properties to compare against. Here we assume having forward
calculation effective thermal conductivities from 20 different gratings spaced logarithmically
from IOnm up to 10 microns. The first pass through reconstruction with the suppression function
shows good agreement for MFPs of around 100 nm and above, but shows inaccuracy at shorter
MFPs. We note that the sharp feature around 10 nm is not reconstructed very well due to
difficulties in reconstructing rapidly changing functions. The same sharp changes in the
accumulation of heat capacity pose difficulty for the current method of dealing with smoothness
in the algorithm. However, we see that the methodology does show promise in recovering the
heat capacity accumulation, and shows improvement over the original scheme in the accuracy of
the thermal conductivity accumulation for short MFPs. These results are in the large thickness
limit where the one-dimensional limit of the TTG is achieved for simplicity, but the algorithm
shown applies in general to the thin film TTG geometry.
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FIG. 4-3. Reconstruction of the accumulation of thermal conductivity
simultaneously using the ID TTG variational model.
In the future, we can also perform reconstruction with data from a 390nm thick silicon film,
similar to the conditions of the experiment measured previously for silicon [16]. This is to
demonstrate that the reconstruction process can be done with the full thin film geometry
considered. The kernels in the thin film case [65] are generated numerically by calculating the
necessary solid angle integrals using Gauss-Legendre quadrature. Of course we expect the exact
same material properties to be reconstructed even if the configuration is different, but this
extends the ability to do reconstruction beyond the simple one-dimensional transport limit and
can handle cases closer to what is physically the case in the TTG experiment.
In summary, we have illuminated the physics of transport in transient heat transfer
configurations with the new appearance of the accumulation of heat capacity, along with the
known appearance of the accumulation of thermal conductivity. The analytical formula provided
by the variational method has revealed not only this appearance, but also the opportunity for
reconstruction of these two accumulation functions simultaneously. We have given a
preliminary demonstration of reconstruction for silicon, which shows promising results in
recovering both accumulation functions. We utilize the same linear, convex optimization routine
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but use a two step process in order to simultaneously reconstruct the accumulation functions that
uniquely characterize a material's transport in the nondiffusive regime. For those interested only
in the reconstruction of thermal conductivity, the algorithm provides an improvement as the
simultaneous reconstruction utilizes a formula valid much further into the nondiffusive regime
than the traditional suppression function based approach.
4.3 Basis functions to achieve smoother reconstruction
A next step in improving the algorithm is enhancing its ability to deal with smoothness of the
functions to not only boost efficiency of the algorithm but also deal with sharp kinks in the
points. We can recast the integrals in terms of a basis rather than a direct discretization to deal
with these smoothness conditions. Furthermore, with this current success of the algorithm, the
opportunity will open up for reconstruction using experimental data from extreme ultra violet
(EUV) measurements in TTG as the shortest grating periods achievable get pushed down to even
lower spacings. The methodology outlined here can be applied to extract material property data
using experimental measurements for materials for which numerical calculations of the
properties are intractable.
Now let us go through the details of the standard reconstruction process [37], with the new
approach of utilizing a basis as opposed to numerical discretization. For the ID TTG, we have
that S, = S(rj,) where r1, = 2arA, / X and X is the grating period. Utilizing the conversion
from the phonon spectrum integration to MFP integration, we obtain:
K(X) = -Af, dA K.,(A)S'(r/) (4.13)
where we have normalized the effective and also accumulative conductivities by the bulk,
K = k /kb *Previously, the linear problem is solved by discretizing the integral, and minimizing
the error of the equation over those discrete values [37]. Constraints are imposed in order to
ensure the accumulation function is monotonically increasing, and also a penalty is added to the
objective function in order to ensure smoothness. However, the smoothing parameter has
typically been treated like a fitting parameter, where it is tuned in order to avoid sharply varying
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accumulation functions and also to best solve the equation. We seek to avoid this crude
approach, as picking the smoothing parameter is difficult, especially given a material for which
the accumulation of thermal conductivity is not a priori already known (i.e. through DFT). We
choose to expand in terms of a polynomial basis in the logarithm of the MFP. Given that there is
a minimum MFP A, and a maximum MFP A2 in the system, we make the change of variables
A =A (A 2 )Y to rewrite the MFP as an exponential function of a non-dimensional variable y
Al
which only runs from 0 to 1, and expand the accumulation function as a polynomial in y. Doing
this change of variables yields:
2,r1A Y 2 y 27 2) (4.14)K()- Afdy Kac
The natural logarithm term has appeared due to the transformation of the integral in terms of A
to y and the derivative of the exponential. Expanding the accumulation function as a polynomial
of degree N, we have:
Kc(=A(2 )y YN + N1an (Yn _ N) (4.15)Sn-1
This polynomial starts at zero when y = 0, and equals unity when y = 1. Inserting this
polynomial equation, we can now define a penalty function that we want to minimize over the m
number of experimental measurements:
P = b 
- Aa
) 
= +Kd AN 2 dyyN )
A, = -fdy(y" YN L)SP(n) , j E [m],n E N -1]
where we use r - 2rA A2 for short-hand notation, and we impose the following constraints
At A, 
to require the function be monotonically increasing:
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N (yj)N-I +In (ny n-1 - NyjN- 2
n-1 (4.17)
yj = + , j-[ND]
ND +1
The value ND is the number of inequality constraints we choose to impose in order to ensure the
polynomial expansion does not turn over and make the accumulation function decreasing over
any of the MFP values. This particular problem is well suited for convex optimization.
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FIG. 4-4. The reconstruction for silicon's accumulation of thermal conductivity with a basis
expansion. We assumed 30 synthetic experimental values of the effective thermal conductivity
from 10nm to 100 microns. This is at the optimal limits of what we are capable of
experimentally to see how well the reconstruction can perform under the best of conditions. This
is for the standard reconstruction with a suppression function.
Going through and utilizing the convex optimization algorithm in Matlab, we see the
reconstruction performs identically well compared to the previous method with a smoothing
parameter. However, this time, there is no need to tune a smoothing parameter to achieve
satisfactory results. We simply increase the number of terms in the basis expansion until we see
convergence for the reconstruction output. The integrals in y are done utilizing Gauss quadrature
and the suppression function of:
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3 arctan M;
S(r)= 2 c 1-](4.18)
The results shown are in particular for the following parameter values:
N=40
ND =400 (4.19)
N, = 200
The last value is the number of points we utilize in the Gauss quadrature. Note the derivative
constraint number and the integration number are larger than necessary to be safely convergent
for the integral and to avoid non-monotonic behavior. The value N was increased from 5 up until
60 at which point less than 1% variation was observed.
Since we have confidence this can work with the old algorithm with a suppression function
as we compared against the previous discretized procedure [37], we can apply the same
polynomial basis approach for the variational TTG to extend this algorithm as well to avoiding
the smoothing parameter the discretization procedure utilizes. The effective thermal
conductivity for the 1 D TTG geometry was given by the variational method:
1 (0(IV(IAO. re)
k(w) = 3 (4.20)
1f dWCC.,g (r,)
where 77, = 2rA., / A and the kernel functions are:
3 arctan(r )
f -L7)- (4 .2 1)
arctan (rj)
The goal is to set up similarly a penalty function with suitable constraints on the coefficients of
the basis expansion so that the accumulation functions are monotonically increasing. First,
converting the phonon spectrum summations into MFP integrations, we obtain:
0C
KCX A c,(A) f (7 (4.22)i dAXace (A)g'(i')
where the accumulation functions are given by:
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Kacc (A)= If dC ,veA( (A - A,,)
b3 (4.23)
Xacc (A) = If dwCE (A -A.)C
where we have utilized the Heaviside step function in order to only count the contributions for
phonons up to a given MFP. We again utilize a change of variable as A = A 2 , and the
Al)
expansions of:
)N-N-
KaNy i + A2 y N N- a'n N
I n-1
(4.24)
N--
Nyc N- = a1 A2 n- _NN- n n
1n-
Ny - + b [ny -Ny] -0 (4.25)
n-1
y +I , j E[ND]
ND
By inserting the basis expansion into the effective thermal conductivity expression, we obtain a
penalty function:
N-1 -2
f1dyyN7f17 I n _N nf(n
P = KnA1 (4.26)
j-1S fdyy N 77,(7 b n yy yN ) 7,(7
n-1
where I have used l7 2,r AA 2) for short hand notation. This optimization will not longer be
Aj A,)
linear as the coefficients b appear in the denominator. If we were to multiply the denominator
over, we could generate a linear problem, but the difficulty here is that the trivial solution of zero
for the accumulation functions becomes a strong attractor compared to the true solutions given
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the linearized form we created and introduced this extraneous solution. Thus we proceed with
the nonlinear form in order to avoid such numerical difficulties.
We define the following matrices for simplification:
N-I -2
M ~ci + IanAj
P -1 d( + b B
n--1
n-i
A =- _f,(, -fn=jJ ~fdyyNIg, (n,) (4.27)
A~ =- dy(y N>f (n)
B.', =-f dy (y _ ~YN)ng,(17)
where I have used the short-hand notation of 1 - 2,rAl A2 . The inequality constraints from
Aj A,
before are quoted here:
N a- + n - - Ny - 0
n=1
Ny- + jb nyi - -Ny] - 0 (4.28)
n-I
y= , +1 E [ND]
D
While we do not yet have an algorithm that can handle the nonlinear nature of this
reconstruction, this procedure has now allowed for a more efficient approach at reconstruction
for the two accumulation functions. We no longer utilize discretized meshes and require picking
the arbitrary smoothing parameter, and we will no longer need to do a two-pass iteration scheme.
The difficulty will be finding an extension to the CVX algorithm which can handle the nonlinear
optimization due to the appearance of the b coefficients in the denominator.
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4.4 Summary
To summarize, in this chapter we illuminated the need to go beyond the thermal conductivity
accumulation in understanding the material properties that affect nondiffusive thermal transport.
We suggest not using vague terms such as the MFP distribution to refer to the thermal
conductivity accumulation, as we see that this is not the only accumulation function that matters.
We demonstrated the importance of characterizing the heat capacity accumulation function, and
provided an extension to the current reconstruction algorithm. There is still more work to be
done, regarding a study of sensitivity to reconstruction. As the process is an ill-posed linear
algebra problem, the reconstruction algorithm is imperfect, and an in-depth study of the
sensitivity of the algorithm is necessary. However, the steps taken to extend the algorithm to
include the thermal conductivity as well as the heat capacity reconstruction, as well as the step to
insert smooth basis functions as opposed to a brute force discretization are steps in the right
direction.
Furthermore, there is also a need to devise a nonlinear algorithm to reconstructing the two
accumulation functions simultaneously. The current results with a two step iteration has the
drawback of requiring an understanding of which MFP the suppression function first step is
accurate, and this value is not straightforward to determine without prior knowledge of the
material's exact distribution. With a nonlinear reconstruction with the basis expansion, the two
functions can be reconstructed without the issue of the trivial solution which appears after
linearizing, and its application to studying complex materials can be implemented in the future.
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Chapter 5
TDTR / FDTR geometry and the thermal interface problem
In this chapter, we aim to illuminate the effect of the thermal interface on heat transport, in
particular in the nondiffusive regime. The previous heat transfer configurations with a TTG all
included a single homogeneous medium in which heat transfer occurs. However, most common
applications of heat transfer, such as for heat management [22,79,80], often have multiple
materials and the role of the thermal interface must be understood. As we have seen, the
geometry of a heat transfer configuration can produce size effects when the lengths are
comparable to the MFPs of a given material, and this results in a reduced thermal conductivity as
compared to bulk. We wish to study how the interface conductance is affected by the geometry
of the system, and how the interface spectral transmissivity comes into play in the output of the
experiments.
Picosecond thermoreflectance techniques opened the way to study thermal transfer at the
nano and microscale [25,81]. Cahill et al. popularized the use of the TDTR to characterize
thermal transfer in terms of the thermal conductivity of the substrate as well as the interface
conductance [22]. A schematic of the typical TDTR experimental set up is shown in Fig. 5-1.
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FIG. 5-1. Schematic of the TDTR experimental set up. Figure adapted from Ref. [22].
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By modulating the pump laser beam, the thermal penetration depth of the heat into the substrate
it altered, and by increasing the frequency of the modulation and thereby decreasing the thermal
penetration depth, there is the hope to see size effects on the substrate thermal conductivity. The
analysis to be able to study a metal layer on top of a substrate, and thus account for the layered
structure thermal transport, allowed for the experimental fitting to be able to extract
simultaneously the thermal conductivity and interface conductance [25,82]. Recently, the time-
domain thermoreflectance [24-29] (TDTR) and frequency-domain thermoreflectance [30,31]
(FDTR) have been utilized extensively in order to probe and observe nondiffusive transport by
using ultrafast time scales or ultrashort length scales and gain key insight into the material's
MFP spectrum. In particular, modulation frequency dependence of the thermal conductivity was
observed with the FDTR [32] for certain materials like SiGe. Beyond the modulation frequency
based length scale of the thermal penetration depth, there are also the in-plane length scales, and
size effects from the beam spot, as depicted in Fig. 5-2, were observed for silicon [33], and
nanostructured patterns such as line heaters and nanodots were fabricated to be able to push the
length scales of the geometry to even smaller lengths to probe strongly nondiffusive transport
[27,29].
r 3~
FIG. 5-2. Schematic of the layered structure of a metal (layer 1) on top of a substrate (layer 3),
where the interface is considered as layer 2 with a conductance shown by G2 . Figure adapted
from Ref. [82].
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With the push to study size effects from short length scales by fabricating the line heaters and
nanodots, there is a need to distinguish the difference in the type of signal that is observed in the
TDTR/FDTR vs. the TTG. Given the sinusoidal grating in the TTG, and the fact that a
diffraction pattern is how the temperature is extracted, the signal obtained is a difference
between the peak and valley of the heating profile. Thus the signal is sensitive to the grating as it
only includes the sinusoidal nature of the heating, and not the overall macroscopic uniform
heating. However, with the TDTR, the signal obtained is a reflection from the metal surface, and
theoretical/computational analysis has shown that fitting the experiment to the temperature
profile from a peak or a peak-valley measurement can yield different trends for the effective
thermal conductivity [26]. Given that the overall signal for the in-plane heating profile can be
decomposed into various Fourier modes, it will include the macroscopic uniform heating
behavior, and it is important to include all relevant terms for appropriate modeling of what the
experiment outputs.
Furthermore, there have been many interesting questions left not fully answered for the size
effects due to the modulation frequency. Given that the Fourier heat conduction equation under
temporal modulation of linear frequency v results in exponential decay in a substrate with a
k
penetration depth given by L,- , this defines a length scale with which one would expect
to see size effects. As mentioned previously, indeed, size effects were observed for certain
materials [32] such as SiGe in the range of MHz. More recently, size effects on silicon were
measured with the FDTR configuration [31] which clearly showed a reduction in the thermal
conductivity of silicon in the range of one to hundreds of MHz. Furthermore, a frequency
domain representation of data in the time domain from TDTR never revealed such size effects
for the case of silicon [24,83]. Thus there is clearly the need to model fully and understand the
possibilities of there being not only size effects possible in the MHz range of frequencies for
silicon as an example material, but also to see whether this signature of nondiffusive transport is
possible to be seen from the experimental observables of amplitude and phase from the surface
of the metal.
On the theory side, there have been attempts to understand frequency dependence for
simpler configurations, such as one without an interface [49], as well as one with fitting of the
interface transmissivities to explain the effect of the modulation frequency in silicon [84].
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However, there is no clear consensus in the literature of the role of the interface transmissivities
and the modulation frequency in the nondiffusive regime of thermal transfer of a substrate under
a metal layer heated by a laser. In this chapter, I will lay out an analysis of the thermoreflectance
geometry of a metal layer on top of a substrate, taking into consideration the
transmission/reflection of phonons at the interface, and study the size effects of both an in-plane
length scale as well as the effect of the modulation frequency on thermal transport in the
presence of an interface. By providing the variational solution, I provide deeper insight into the
effect the interface has as well as the modulation frequency values at which size effects can be
observed in this heat transfer configuration.
5.1 Modeling thermal transport with an interface
In order to understand the role of the interface in current experiments, we aim to model a metal
transducer on top of a substrate using the variational approach. Consider a semi-infinite
substrate, whose material properties we denote with a subscript of 2, with a metal film of
thickness d on top, whose material properties we denote with a subscript of 1. To understand the
behavior of the system in the nondiffusive regime, we considering a thermal grating for the
surface heating profile. As any in-plane profile can be obtained with a superposition of such
grating solutions, this provides a canonical starting point for analyzing the TDTR/FDTR
geometry. We consider an isotropic substrate, but allow for an anisotropic metal. This will
allow us to study the effect of heat dissipation in the in-plane vs. cross-plane directions in the
metal, and study the sensitivity of the surface response of the metal to the substrate. The laser
heating is absorbed only within the metal, and the heat is dissipated away both in the in-plane
direction as well as across the interface into the substrate.
The volumetric heat generation rate in the metal is thus given by:
. q #/exp(-#3z)Q(x,y,z,t) = e iee e iqYQo Px(z (5.1)
1 -exp (-#jd)
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where 13 is the inverse penetration depth of the heating profile. For the grating, q is the grating
wavevector, whose magnitude is related to the grating period A as q = 2jr / A . The magnitude q
is also related to the x and y components as q= q+ . For the experimental conditions of a
spatially periodic heating, the temperature is given by T(x,y,z,t) = To+ e22exe IgY; in
complex form. The temperature To is the background equilibrium temperature of the system, for
example the room temperature. The temperature AT as shown here represents a peak-null
difference temperature if we simulate a thermal grating. If we take the grating wavevector to
zero, i.e. q = 0, then this temperature represents the absolute temperature due to uniform heating
and yields the response to a one-dimensional cross plane heat transfer problem. Thus obtaining
the functional form of AT allows us to then take an appropriate superposition to reconstruct the
true response to any in-plane heating profile, whether it is uniform heating, a sinusoidal grating,
a Gaussian beam spot, or square wave heating like with the metal line gratings.
The Fourier heat conduction equation for the metal and substrate simplify to:
a2 i2,TvC, +kj'q2 Q, Pexp(-#z,)
2 AT -' AT e )
aZ k k1  -exp(-pd)
a_2 ~ i2jrvC2 +k2q 2  (5.2)
aT - AT2z2 k2
where k 1 and k1 are the in-plane and cross-plane thermal conductivities of the metal,
respectively. The boundary conditions are given by:
At, (z 2 -> OC)= 0
-kl A t =0
\ z /Zi-O
a-k ( (5.3)
--klu z A t = -k2 Ai2
z,-d 2 Z 0
-k 2  AT2  =G [Ai(z, =d)-Ai2(z 2 =0)]
\ 2 /2 2-0
These boundary conditions impose that the system is equilibrium deep into the substrate, that the
top surface of the metal is adiabatic and the heating from the laser pulse is included in the
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volumetric heat generation term, that there is heat flux continuity across the interface, and that
there is an interface conductance G characterizing the interface.
We define for simplicity the complex lengths:
kl
i2zrvC1 + k(5.4)
L2 = k2
L2 -i2,vC 2+ k 2q2
In terms of these lengths, we are able to solve Eq. (5.2) and utilize the boundary conditions of
Eq. (5.3) to obtain:
-- exp(-lz,)+
- 0i p 2 _ 1  S h- 2 _ sinh +'CO + L2 cosh +exp(-pd)cosh + -1 - exp (-Pid) P2 -L k1,c ~Li Ll ~G k2) KL )l ~ LPLI L, G k2)
cosh (4+ &l(+ L2 sinh d (5.5)
1-exp(-pfd) cosh( ) + 1 sinh kl
S 1-exp(-Pd)P 2 -L k2  2 sh( + ( sinh
We will utilize the Fourier heat conduction temperature profile in our variational solution of the
BTE. The temperature solution of Eq. (5.5) represents the temperature response with a
modulation temporally as well as a sinusoidal grating. Any in-plane heating profile can be
obtained by taking a superposition of the solution to a sinusoidal spatial profile. If we are
interested in the case of a large beam spot heating the system uniformly, then by taking the q= 0
limit of Eq. (5.5), we obtain the temperature response to a large beam spot, which relates to just
the absolute temperature and not a peak-valley difference as would occur with a grating in the
TTG. If we are interested in other spatial profiles, we simply need to take a superposition of the
temperature response with different values of the grating q. The experiment outputs the surface
temperature, thus one can obtain the particular case of the FDTR experimental response
[30,31,85] to a frequency modulation of linear frequency v. The surface amplitude and phase
response is given by:
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Re-= AT, (z, = 0)QO
L, d +,_, I L2 d I j., L2(5.6)
1 2 L sinh + cosh +exp(-p6d) 1 k +i L
1 -eXp(-Pd) )Y2 -L 2 ki L , G  k2  L) [6L, L, G k2
cosh (d+ k,(I+ L2sinhd
To solve for the thermal transport in the nondiffusive transport regime, we begin with the
spectral Boltzmann transport equation under the relaxation time approximation:
"' + vg( = I[S AT - g, +- (5.7)
at ICV, 4.7 I 4,,
We will solve the BTE for the metal layer and the substrate separately. For the metal, we assume
diffusive thermal transport, so we will take the diffusive limit for the BTE for the metal. This
means that we are essentially doing a Taylor expansion in the relaxation time of the metal, and
only keeping up to linear order in the relaxation time. Doing so yields the solution for the BTE
for the metal in terms of the temperature and heating profile:
g C,' = AT, - 0r APT-O, -9T (5.8)4,, at 1 4, 1 (01 r
The thermal grating heating profile, given by the heating form Q = e Ie' 2 eQ Z means we
can expect that the energy density to also obey a similar profile g(,, = e "ve'x e Jq j,(z) By
inputting this in-plane sinusoidal profile and sinusoidal temporal profile simplifies the solution
to:
k C.0(Z.) - [-(1 -I '2p q - -i,,i,,i ) )Ai - -,,(rO, -A Ta +Q(A ) ('0 "' (5.9)4.r az1  4.
where we have defined the nondimensional parameter 9p9., = 2.7rvr( 1 .
For the substrate, there is no heating in the substrate layer, so the BTE is given by:
+ v) , ,2  g, =), A T2 -go, (5.10)
at T a~),2 4;I
Given the sinusoidal spatial in-plane and temporal profiles, the BTE for the substrate simplifies
to:
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ag'"A +A =C,2 At (5.11)
aZ2 9.2 4.ryuA,, 2  2
where we have defined the following parameters:
1 +l2i0 + iqpA.,2 + iqvpAw02
p yA 2 (5.12)
2.rvr
9<,,2 (o,2
for the sake of compactness of the solutions. The BTE of Eq. (5.11) can now be solved easily to
yield:
goj,2 (z2) = exp(-Az2<(O)+ C'" fdz' exp(-A2 (z2 - z'))A T2(z') (5.13)\/ r22 o) ,2 ()+4.rJw2 Z
The energy density at the surface of the substrate will be calculated using the follow boundary
conditions:
92 (L)E)(-p,)= 0
g0,2 (0)E(y,) =(p) I(T iJ +R'J(0 ) (5.14)
vco,2
which utilize transmission and reflection coefficients from the metal into the substrate, T,, and
R, =1-T,0 , as well as the transmission and reflection coefficients from the substrate into the
metal, T, and R', =1- T', . These are related by the principle of detailed balance, which ensures
no net flux across the interface at thermal equilibrium, given by C 1v ,,(OTW = C.v,2 ',' [38].
The fluxes approaching the interface denoted by J are given by:
i = Zf dQO(v -jj(;,,, - )g (d)
(5.15)
J,2 =-IfdCe(-p)pg0  (0)
We have used the Heaviside step function e in order to restrict to phonons moving away or
towards the interface. The first boundary condition of Eq. (5.14) represents the fact that far into
the substrate, the system is at thermal equilibrium at the background reference temperature. To
achieve this, the first boundary condition takes an imaginary blackbody wall at length L into the
substrate at the background temperature to account for the semi-infinite substrate, and later we
will take this length to infinity to achieve a true semi-infinite substrate. The second boundary
condition represents transmission and reflection across the interface, assuming elastic, diffuse
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scattering. Thus the flux at each given phonon frequency conserves energy across the interface,
and the phonons are scattering completely diffusively so that they lose information about their
direction of travel after scattering at the interface.
Solving the boundary conditions and taking the artificial length L to infinity yields the
solution to the BTE for the substrate as a functional of the substrate temperature:
C,.~ 2 'AT
gA dz, 2 V), 4))} (5.16)
-E)(-M,) c..2 f dz; A 2(z;)exp(-A 2 (z2 -Z;))
where the fluxes approaching the interface are calculated to be:
J.= (d) 2 f dQ(va(O- e, )(vl -e ) P(,;cO, +(2.7)2
( r 2 f dQO(v ,l -e)(vji - (1-@p,)A t (d)-(' ( (I - (j ,d A] (5.17) (2jr 'I 0' ) A ,( ) j Ol()I azi j
=C CJA'~' 1
J, " dz A Tz ) f dQ(,)exp(-Az')
This completes the solution to the BTE as a functional of the temperatures. As demonstrated in
chapters 2 and 3, one can solve the integral equation to obtain the exact temperature, but again
we will proceed instead with a variational approach to solve for the temperature in the
nondiffusive regime.
5.2 Variational approach to solving interfacial thermal transport
In previous applications of the variational method, we have only needed a single parameter, such
as the thermal conductivity or thermal diffusivity, but in this case, given that we have two
materials with an interface, we have three parameters that we treat as variational parameters: the
thermal conductivity of the metal, the thermal conductivity of the substrate, and the interface
conductance. Furthermore, in previous cases, we have only needed to obtain the effective
conductivity as a function of the length scales in the geometry, such as the thermal grating period
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and the film thickness [65]. In this case, there is also the need to understand the size effects on
the substrate due to the modulation frequency v. As the transport in the metal was assumed to be
diffusive, we will solve and obtain the macroscopic value of the thermal conductivity for the
metal. Furthermore, we assume the interface conductance depends only on the in-plane length
scales, such as the grating period, and not on the modulation frequency. Only the substrate
conductivity will be assumed to depend on the modulation frequency in addition to the in-plane
length scales, as the frequency can affect the penetration of heat into the substrate.
As a first pass, we assume no frequency dependence for the substrate conductivity in order
to derive the DC limit (i.e. v = 0) of the conductance and conductivities. Then the interface
conductance and metal thermal conductivity will be inputted into a variational calculation to
obtain the frequency dependence of the substrate conductivity. We proceed first with the
frequency independent calculation. Given that we have 3 variational parameters in this system,
we have 3 physical conditions that we can impose. We will impose energy conservation over the
control volume of the metal, as well as energy conservation over the control volume of the
substrate, and also an interface condition. The requirement of energy conservation taken over
the control volume is similar to the condition utilized for the thin film TTG geometry [65]. More
specifically, for the metal, we choose the control volume to be over the thickness d in the cross
plane, and for convenience a width equal to half of the grating period in the in-plane direction.
For the substrate, we take a control volume over the entire semi-infinite system in the cross
plane, and again a width equal to half of the grating period in the in-plane direction. Rigorously,
the choice of width in the in-plane direction within a grating period does not matter, which is a
consequence of a perfectly sinusoidal heating. For periodic heating that is not comprised of a
single sinusoid, the choice of width in the in-plane direction will affect the variational condition
obtained.
Lastly, the interface condition we take is to enforce that the total heat flux across the
interface in the steady state limit of v = 0 as predicted from the solution to the BTE match the
prediction from the solution to the Fourier heat conduction equation. Mathematically, these
three conditions can be expressed as:
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J, = G [At, (d) - A2 (0)]
Q0 = iq, fd jI ( Z, )dz + iq, fS JY,(z, ) dz,+ , (5.18)
0 =iqfW jx (z2 )dz 2 + iqf JY, (z2 )dz 2 - Ji
These three physical conditions define three sets of equations to solve for the conductivities of
the metal and the substrate, as well as the interface conductance G. By calculating the local
fluxes in each material using the solutions of the BTE from Eq. (5.9) and Eq. (5.16), we obtain
the result as a functional of the temperatures in each material. We input the temperature
distributions from Fourier's law, given in Eq. (5.5), and then insert these expressions into the
variational conditions of Eq. (5.18) above. When these three equations are utilized
simultaneously, we obtain the expected result for the metal conductivity for diffusive transport in
the isotropic case, k, = Ido-CovA , and a linear matrix equation for 1/k 2 and 1/G.
Solving these matrix equations yields the effective interface conductance and effective substrate
thermal conductivity within this variational formalism as the first pass without frequency
dependence:
dW.2.2. f [i.2Vj .. - arctan m~)+ R, 2 b + (i7,.22 72,L j
2C, ,T'  Cf , A.CT[ ( 1_1172 21n2
k2 - ( dwC2vA T dwCvT2 T
(fdwC,,v.T(f CvA, V arctan2,+ +R' + 2 [(+9 .2 -6.+ (5.19)
+ 
.,v, f dwC...,..T A T1-(1+V.2
C -. 2T.) 1 fC,,, d(OC . , .2 1 - arctan( ) + R 2 1+ )2]I
- f d cC . 2V.,2T . + da C.2 v2A . ,.'2 3-( + 9
where we defined the nondimensional variable rjy 2 = qA 2 . We note a few key properties about
the expressions that appear for the steady state (v=0) limit of the conductivity and interface
conductance. First off, we note of course the dependence of the interface conductance on both
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the properties of the metal, the substrate, as well as the transmission coefficients. Furthermore,
the effective thermal conductivity of the substrate also shows dependence on not only the
substrate material properties but also on the metal material properties as well as the transmission
coefficients. Inherently, this is a coupled problem and there is little meaning alone to just one of
the coefficients and both the conductivity and interface conductance together complete the
picture of this model. Given that we took the limit of diffusive transport in the metal, we do not
see dependence, as expected, upon the thickness of the metal for the substrate conductivity and
interface conductance. Using these analytical formulas, we can also take the limit of very large
gratings to look at the lowest order contributions in the nondiffusive limit. We obtain:
k2(A--)- 3f dC vf (T' 16 77..2
fJdWQ2 v. 1T, f fd-Cwc,,v ,^A.T., 2  I f dwC.v. 2A 2 '. fdwC .2vA (5.20)
G(A -4)-- w o e' 3 f do-C.-V..7A.. 2 f d-C.,V..A.. f d-C.IV.As
1 ( ,v.,.J fdwC0 2v.Z 2 T. 16 1 fdwoC.,v.,A,,J,, fdcC.v.,A..2T.)
2 fdwC,v,, A,, fdwC 2 v.AV 2 fdwC.vA fdwCv2A)
The large grating period limit recovers the bulk values of the substrate conductivity as well as
interface conductance, which properly accounts for the correct temperature at the two sides of
the interface as opposed to an improper emission temperatures of phonons approaching the
interface [38]. As there are phonons approaching the interface as well as leaving the interface on
each side, the correct definition of a temperature is necessary for obtaining an accurate interface
conductance. The lowest order nondiffusive correction is of the order of A- due to the i7 2
term that appears.
Given the particular substrate's material properties and the transmission coefficients, we can
then do a forward calculation and obtain the effective substrate conductivity and interface
conductance, and insert them into the Fourier surface temperature profile to show the amplitude
and phase response to modulated heating. We will focus on showing the amplitude and phase
response as a function of the modulation frequency as this is closer to the experimental output.
Our interest is to see how sensitive the effective substrate conductivity and interface thermal
conductance are to the grating period, and to the transmissivity across the interface. We consider
the phonon properties of the metal, as we are interested in the transmission of phonons across the
interface. First, given that the MFP of phonons or electrons in aluminum is over a relatively
narrow range of values [86], we take a single average value for the spectral MFP in the metal,
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and can pull it out of any frequency integrals. Second, as a simple crude approximation, we take
the metal properties to be given by a simple speed of sound v, ~6000 m/s. In this case, the two
terms in both the substrate conductivity as well as the interface conductance in which the metal
material properties appear can be simplified and we utilize the principle of detailed balance to
yield:
dwC.2vT'
fdwC,lv AT _ fd=CO 2 v 2 ' (5.21)6ki 2Civ,
which now only require the total heat capacity and speed of sound in the metal. Thus in the
variational temperature profile, we insert the bulk values of conductivity and heat capacity for
aluminum where k, and C, appear. We note that the transport we consider here though is only
for phonons, and neglect the effect of electrons or coupling of electrons with phonons. Thus, the
thermal transport is mediated by phonons with the transmission and reflection of phonons across
the interface between the aluminum and silicon materials.
As a first pass we assume the transmission from substrate to metal to be a constant,
independent of frequency, T' = T'. We will plug in various values of this transmission to get a
quick, crude sense of the sensitivity of the substrate effective thermal conductivity and the
interface conductance to the transmission value. This is by no means an accurate representation
of the details of the transmission coefficients, but rather a quick check to understand the general
role its average value may play. In Fig. 5-3, we plot the dependence of the normalized interface
conductance on the in-plane grating period.
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FIG. 5-3. Normalized effective interface thermal conductance for various values of the gray
transmissivity. For low values of the transmissivity, the interface conductance is essentially the
bulk value. For large values of the transmissivity, at most it varies by 10% relative to the bulk
value.
We see that when the gray transmission value is low, it doesn't vary from the bulk value, but
when the transmission is high, i.e. perfectly unity, the interface conductance varies by at most
10% from the bulk. This demonstrates that the in-plane length scale has a weak effect on the
interface conductance. In Fig. 5-4, we plot the normalized effective thermal conductivity as a
function of the grating period. We see that for a gray transmission, the value of the transmission
chosen does not affect the conductivity. So while the mathematical expression from the
variational result shows the appearance of the transmissivity, upon numerical calculation we find
no dependence. The conductivity outputted matches the results from the variational solution of
the 1D TTG (plotted as black markers for reference), indicating that the substrate conductivity is
only affected by the in-plane length scale under the assumption of a gray transmission model.
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FIG. 5-4. Normalized effective conductivity of substrate as a function of the grating period. We
are showing both the case with a transmission of 0.1 (dashed blue line) as well as 1 (solid red
line), showing both a very low average transmissivity as well as the high to demonstrate that the
effective thermal conductivity is not strongly dependent on the interface, and only upon the in-
plane surface length scale.
A more interesting transmission function we can now explore is a spectral one to see if there is a
strong effect from the interface on the substrate conductivity and interface conductance. One
simple spectral model we will consider is that of a MFP filter. We can allow only phonons of
very low MFP, or alternatively phonons of very high MFP to pass through the interface, and to
see what effect this can have on the effective thermal conductance as well as the effective
substrate thermal conductivity. The lowest MFPs for silicon we utilize are on the order of 1 nm,
while the largest MFPs are on the order of 16 micron. We can create a high pass filter for the
transmissivity, given by:
Thigh I { :AH (5.22)
Simiarly0 A c< Ai
Similarly, we can create a low pass filter given by:
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T' = ",, (5.23)(01W 0 Ato>A
where the low MFP cutoff is 2nm, while the high MFP cutoff is 16 micron. This is an artificial
system as we would not be able to construct such a material that filters so perfectly, however
from a theoretical standpoint, this provides the opportunity to study extreme behavior from the
interface, and future studies can focus on more realistic filters. Figure 5-5 shows the behavior of
the conductivity with the 1D TTG variational conductivity shown for reference. We see that
there is a strong effect only for small enough grating periods, on the order of tens and hundreds
of nanometers.
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FIG. 5-5. Low MFP filter effective conductivity of the substrate. The effect of having only very
short MFP phonons (2nms or less) transmit across the interface makes a noticeable difference for
short grating periods as compared to simply the size effect observed from the one-dimensional
limit of the TTG.
In Fig. 5-6, we show the results from the high MFP filter. We see here that this demonstrates a
very different trend compared to that of a low MFP filter, and also very different than the results
from the ID TTG variational solution. We see non-monotonic behavior in the thermal
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conductivity of the substrate, and in fact a strong enhancement when the grating period is on the
order of 100 nm for this particular high MFP transmission function model.
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FIG. 5-6. High MFP filter effective conductivity as a function of grating period. Phonons with a
MFP of 16 microns or larger are the only ones that transmit in this high MFP filter case. We
note the remarkable enhancement of the thermal conductivity beyond that of bulk by over 40
times.
The result of altering the MFP filter from being perfectly unity to only a fraction, such as 0.1,
makes no difference in the effective thermal conductivity. Thus, similar to the gray transmission
results, the magnitude of the transmissivity of phonons does not affect the conductivity, however
the selection of which phonons do transmit does play an effect. By only allowing phonons with
short MFPs to filter through, the effective conductivity is smaller as those phonons contribute
smaller to conductivity based on the kinetic picture than the consideration of all other phonons.
Similarly, the phonons with only very high MFP contribute much larger to the conductivity, and
thus by only allowing high MFPs to transmit across the interface, the system would respond as if
the effective thermal conductivity is much higher, yielding a thermal conductivity even higher
than that of bulk silicon. We will explore the exciting possibility of an enhancement of thermal
conductivity as opposed to a reduction in the nanoscale regime in the next chapter, when we
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consider the effect of the phonon distribution excited by heating of the system. Here, the
interface acts essentially as a filter and we chose to introduce high MFP phonons into the system
and noticed that there is indeed a strong enhancement by selecting the phonons which contribute
more to the thermal conductivity than low MFP phonons. Thus we see that the exact value of the
transmission, whether it is high or low, does not have as strong of an effect as the distribution of
phonons which the transmission function considers passing into the substrate or not.
5.3 Effective thermal conductivity and size effects from modulation
frequency
Given the understanding we have developed of the effect the grating period has and the interface
transmissivity on the interface conductance and substrate conductivity, we now explore the
frequency dependence of the substrate conductivity. In this case, we cannot satisfy energy
conservation over the substrate control volume exactly, as the deviation from energy
conservation will be a temporally oscillating term with both an amplitude and a phase. However,
we can minimize the square error of the energy conservation of the substrate. Thus we define a
penalty as a function of the substrate conductivity given by the energy conservation over the
control volume of the substrate:
2
P(k 2)= fdz 2 [i2,rvU2 (z2 ) + iqJx2 (z2 ) + iqj 2 (z2) (5.24)
As we are using the macroscopic value of the thermal conductivity for the metal (since the
transport was assumed to be diffusive), as well as the interface conductance of Eq. (5.19) which
does not depend on modulation frequency, we only need to minimize the penalty of Eq. (5.24)
with respect to the substrate conductivity. This is why we needed to first solve the steady state
limit of the interface conductance and substrate conductivity before moving onto this case which
includes modulation frequency dependence for the substrate conductivity because the two
variational parameters were needed as input into Eq. (5.24). Thus by finding the optimal
effective conductivity for each given frequency which minimizes this square error penalty in the
energy conservation of the control volume over the substrate, we obtain the variational thermal
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conductivity. In the limit of zero modulation frequency, this conductivity will recover the result
we obtained in Eq. (5.19).
Inserting the solution to the BTE and calculating the energy density, in-plane fluxes, and the
interface flux this time as a function of modulation frequency, we obtain for the penalty function
after simplifying some of the solid angle integrals:
PIk ) 
-xp(-#d) cosh + Isinh 2
1-exp(-Pd) -L; cosh + + sinh
I + I fdoC.,IV ,, 2+2
2Cv, 4G)d'T I+iq, + (1+i4 2 ) 2 +r (5.25)
A.L 2_ 2 fl d o IL2I-c 2l(+ v,2 il,) In1+-ifQp,,-, ) +
4 1f C.2V.,2 2 2 4 A. d2z ( )z2A. +yA /41+ iq.+ (1+i9. 2 )2 +ir 2  AA 2A, + pA 2
R' 2 1-IfdQ E)(pz U
' 
1+iqp + (I+i )2 r12   fruAA.,,,pA./
where the remaining solid angle integrals are calculated analytically to yield:
2f~e u 11, A- 1 In + A-jj) 21i 2. A,, 21In .
2 ( + i T , .+ +- +( 1 + p ,, ) +
-2; d Ao 2 ,:A_1 A 2 / A 
L 2 2 -in -2 (1 + 'T.2)2+ . + (+ 4-.2)
fdQO(p ) 'U A_ ?+ (5.26)
I uA2A. 2 +p A / L2  A L2  +11+ 1+ip,,2)2 +9,
2 2
2 2 (1 + 4-2 In L2 1-2 1+ 99p + + 92 7 + L +2 .2)1+
The mathematical minimization of the penalty as a function of the substrate conductivity is not
possible to do analytically due to the complex way in which the conductivity appears in the solid
angle integrals through the thermal penetration depth, and thus will yield a transcendental
equation. Instead, we numerically input various values of the conductivity over a broad range
from 0 to twice the bulk value, and find the value which minimizes the penalty for every given
value of the modulation frequency. We chose twice the bulk value as the upper limit to allow for
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the possibility of seeing a conductivity which is larger than the macroscopic value, as we saw
possible for the MFP filter transmission models previously. For simplicity, we present results in
the limit of no in-plane length scale, such that the transport is strictly one-dimensional in the
cross plane direction. In future work, we will explore the results with an in-plane length scale
such as with a grating or with a superposition of gratings to create a Gaussian beam spot.
The choice of no in-plane length scale here is not only due to simplicity, but also for testing
the strength of the size effect from the modulation frequency. For large values of the modulation
frequency, this yields small values of the thermal penetration depth, and the expectation is that
when it is on the order of the MFP of the phonons in silicon for the substrate, the thermal
conductivity will be reduced. If there is also an in-plane length scale, the effective conductivity
will already be reduced due to the effective reduction in the MFP of the phonons due to the in-
plane length. Therefore, it will take even higher modulation frequencies to see size effects when
there are in-plane length scales. Therefore, the onset of size effects due to the modulation
frequency will be at the lowest frequency when the transport is one-dimensional in the cross
plane direction and there are no in-plane length scales. So we take the limit of q to be zero to
remove the grating. The interface conductance from Eq. (5.19) simplifies to:
1 C 0,2 T'
G =(0 (5.27)fdC(OvT' f d2 oCo v A T'1C- (,2 (0.,2 (V0o,2 0)
2Cv, 2f do C 2 v A0
The penalty function of Eq. (5.25) simplifies to:
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Performing the numerical minimization yields the substrate conductivity as a function of
modulation frequency. Figure 5-7 below shows effective conductivity normalized to the bulk
value of silicon. We note that there are size effects that occur even starting around 100 kHz. For
simplicity, we have taken a gray transmission value of unity to allow phonons to pass through
the interface and not create an artificial filtered scenario. Furthermore, if we take too small of a
value for the transmission, the surface temperature response will not be strongly sensitive to the
transport in the substrate due to the lack of phonons passing through.
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FIG. 5-7. Normalized effective conductivity of the substrate vs. modulation frequency.
We see that by 1 MHz, the effective conductivity is reduced by about 20%, and by 100 MHz, the
conductivity is reduced by over 50%. This onset of the frequency occurs at frequencies that the
experiment can access, as the FDTR frequencies measured can go as high as several hundred
MHz. Of course, it is not enough to only observe the effective conductivity but the actual
experimental observable of amplitude and phase to be able to see if this will be physically
observed in an actual material. By calculating the thermal penetration depth, given by
f 2 = 2 , where k2 is given by the effective substrate conductivity, not just the bulk value of
.7vC2
silicon, we can also plot the effective conductivity as a function of the effective penetration depth
in order to view the size effects in terms of a length scale. We see that the size effects in Fig. 5-8
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below occur on the order of tens of microns, very similar to what we observed for the TTG in
chapter 2 and chapter 3.
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FIG. 5-8. Normalized effective conductivity of the substrate vs. penetration depth. The
penetration depth utilizes the variational conductivity which is frequency dependent in it, as
opposed to the bulk Fourier predicted penetration depth.
Utilizing this variational substrate conductivity, we also output the amplitude and phase response
of the surface to see whether the experimental output is sensitive to the effect of the modulation
frequency. Figure 5-9 shows the amplitude and phase response as a function of the modulation
frequency.
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FIG. 5-9. Surface temperature response to the modulation frequency. The (a) amplitude and (b)
phase are plotted to compare the variational solution vs. the bulk Fourier heat conduction
equation solution.
We see that the amplitude is insensitive to the conductivity of the substrate, predicting negligibly
different values whether we include the variational substrate conductivity or simply the bulk
value of silicon conductivity. However, the phase shows strong effects starting at around 1
MIHz, and showing the largest deviation around 1 GHz. With FDTR experiments on the order of
tens and hundreds of MHz [31], it would seem that then it is possible to measure the size effect
on the conductivity due to the modulation frequency by looking at the phase response of the
metal surface.
5.4 Summary
In conclusion, in this chapter we extended the variational approach to be able to model the
TDTR/FDTR geometry of a metal transducer on top of a substrate. By treating the interface
conductance as well as the metal conductivity and substrate conductivity as variational
parameters, we were able to approximately solve the BTE and study the effect of an in-plane
thermal grating as well as the effect of a gray transmission vs. a MFP filter transmission on the
interface conductance and substrate conductivity. We found that a spectral model of a filer for
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the interface can yield very interesting behavior for the substrate conductivity, which we will
explore in greater in the next chapter. Furthermore, we analyzed the effect of modulation
frequency on the substrate conductivity as well as seeing the degree to which this is observed in
the surface metal response for the simple gray transmission model. We found that the
modulation frequency will result in size effects for the substrate conductivity so that the thermal
penetration depth can be considered as a length scale for which at the micron scale, there should
be size effects seen in silicon. Future work will include studying this for various transmission
models that are more achievable in an actual interface between aluminum and silicon, and for a
wider variety of materials, such as SiGe for which frequency dependence has been observed
experimentally [32]. Then by comparing against the experimental data being reported in
literature, we can really explain the different frequency dependence seen or not seen in certain
materials and clarify the effect of the modulation frequency for nanoscale thermal transport. In
the next chapter, we will explore in greater detail the effect of selecting which phonon are
introduced into a system, as we saw with the interface acting as a filter in this chapter.
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Chapter 6
Nonthermal phonon distributions and size effects
The previous chapter demonstrated that the interface can have a strong effect on the effective
thermal conductivity of the substrate, especially when it can act as a filter for which phonons are
introduced into the substrate. To study this effect in greater detail, we look at a simpler
geometry for which this effect can be more easily characterized. We study the effect of the
phonons contributing to transport by looking at what phonons are generated by a heating source.
Thus far in literature, the distribution utilized has been the thermal distribution, which assumes
that the heating emits phonons according to thermal equilibrium. This was the distribution
utilized in Chapters 2 and 3, but we will explore nonthermal phonon distributions in this chapter
to see what effect this can have on the effective thermal conductivity.
The one-dimensional sinusoidal thermal grating (TG) is one of the simplest geometries to
study nondiffusive transport within the Boltzmann Transport equation. It served as a starting
point for the variational approach [64] to demonstrate the ability to obtain an analytical effective
thermal conductivity that allows for an accurate solution to the BTE over a wide range of grating
periods., as was shown in chapter 2. It also demonstrated the need to characterize a material
using not only the accumulation of thermal conductivity but also the accumulation of heat
capacity, as we showed in chapter 4. Thus the simplicity of analysis as well as the richness of
physics this geometry provides is invaluable. Here we study the one-dimensional grating in a
steady state heating configuration. The beauty of this problem in the steady state in particular is
that the BTE can be solved fully analytically with no approximations in this heat transfer
configuration, allowing for a very efficient study of the system response. We aim to study the
effect of the assumption of a thermal distribution for the heat pattern, compared to other spectral
excitation of the phonons.
Utilizing the fundamental solution of the one-dimensional grating, an arbitrary steady-state
heat source can be represented by a superposition of thermal gratings, and so we can construct
any profile of interest. As an example, we will study a three-dimensional Gaussian source
mimicking a "hot spot" that could be produced by osmic heating inside a microelectronic device
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[79,80,87]. This will allow us to compare how the source heating phonon distribution affects
thermal transport in a three-dimensional configuration, and how the size of a hot spot results in
size effects on the thermal conductivity when the phonon distribution is far from the typical
thermal distribution.
6.1 Thermal transport from a steady state 1D thermal grating with a
general phonon source distribution
In this geometry, the volumetric heat generation profile is given by the functional form:
Q = Qe'x (6.1)
where q is the grating wavevector, and Q is the amplitude of the volumetric heat generation
rate. In this case, the temperature profile will take on the function form:
T =To+ Toe*) (6.2)
where )i is a non-dimensional temperature amplitude we will use for convenience, and To is the
background reference temperature. The temperature amplitude h and heat generation amplitude
Q are simply constants, so the differential equations will simply be algebraic equations to solve
in this geometry. In this case, the Fourier heat conduction equation can be solved to obtain:
1 = (6.3)
To kq2
We note that in a typical steady state heat transfer configuration without volumetric heat
generation, the thermal conductivity doesn't appear in the heat conduction equation nor does it
appear in the boundary conditions which are simply set temperatures at boundaries or for
example adiabatic boundary conditions. In this case however, the thermal conductivity appears
in a simple form and allows for the Fourier conduction solution to be matched to the solution of
the BTE easily. This is due to the simplicity of a sinusoidal grating, which results in a sinusoidal
temperature response both in the diffusive limit as well as in the BTE for any length scale.
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To solve for the temperature response in the nondiffusive regime, we start with the isotropic
BTE under the relaxation time approximation for this geometry:
age>+v.pu'"- g "+ '" (6.4)
at ax 1,, 4.7
The spectral volumetric heat generation term can be written as Q, = p.Q, where Q is the
volumetric heat generation rate given previously, and p. if the fraction value that a given
phonon is excited of that heat generation rate. The spatial and temporal distribution of Q, is
given by the macroscopic heat generation rate Q, while p,, only depends on the material
properties and the details of the heating type, i.e. if it is with optical pumping. These fractions
are normalized such that the sum over the branches and phonon frequencies add up to unity, i.e.
f dcop, = 1. Given the sinusoidal pattern of the volumetric heating, the energy density will
similarly be given by g(, = g(, (y)e x and the equilibrium energy density can be given in terms of
CT-
the temperature as go= 0 h . Inserting these forms into the BTE yields an algebraic equation
4.7
which can be solved to yield the non-equilibrium energy density in terms of the non-dimensional
temperature analytically:
g( o y) 0 p Q r. (6.5) 4,- To C,,, 1+ hj,,p
where we have defined the nondimensional number 1,, = qA(, . We can also calculate the
temperature equation from the BTE by integrating the BTE over the solid angle and phonon
spectrum, yielding:
f dfdQ9o- = 0 (6.6)
Inputting the solution to the BTE and utilizing the non-dimensional temperature, we obtain an
algebraic equation for the temperature that can be analytically solved to yield:
Q 1 fdop.g(.,) (6.7)
TO q2 f dCenv.A.f (n.,)
where the kernel functions are given by:
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Note these kernels are identical to that from the one-dimensional TTG with a delta pulse heating
[64]. By matching the exact temperature solution of the BTE to that of the Fourier heat
conduction equation, an effective conductivity can be extracted given by:
fdco C~v.Af (r7.)
k = 3((6.9)
The spectral heat generation fractions p, have been left arbitrary, but the specific form of a
thermal distribution is given by p, = C. / C, which is weighted by the spectral heat capacity, and
not the ratio of the spectral heat capacity to the relaxation time as given in literature [47]. We
utilize the index w as short hand notation to denote a phonon of a given branch and frequency.
Thus for this simple steady state geometry, we demonstrate an exact matching of the Fourier and
BTE temperature profiles, yielding an effective thermal conductivity given by the result from the
one-dimensional limit of the TTG [64]. We note here that the appearance of the heat capacity
has arisen for the thermal distribution not due to the fact that the configuration is transient, but
due to the weighting of the spectral heat generation rate. Furthermore, with the denominator
term depending on the differential heat capacity, we see the appearance of the accumulation of
heat capacity even in a steady state heat transfer configuration once we convert the integration
over the phonon modes into an integration over the MFPs. More accurately, we see that it is the
accumulation of the source phonon distribution in the case of nonthermal distributions. Thus for
proper reconstruction of the thermal conductivity accumulation, as outlined in Chapter 4, we
require the accumulation of the source distribution as well from the denominator. The one-
dimensional grating configuration demonstrates that the effective thermal conductivity depends
on the accumulation of thermal conductivity as well as the accumulation of heat capacity,
regardless of whether the heating is due to a delta pulse or due to steady state heating, so long as
the heating is given by a thermal distribution.
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6.2 The optical source distribution
Here we explore the assumptions of a thermal distribution, and compare to other forms of
excitation of the phonons. Realistically, the excitation of phonons is due to optical pumping, and
this heating profile will preferentially excite optical phonons. Thus two specific forms we can
compare are:
thnermal C,
C
0 t E acoustic branch (6.10)
optical
=C C" (o E optical branch
optical
The thermal distribution considers all phonons to be excited according to their contribution to the
spectral heat capacity. The optical distribution we take assumes a value of zero for all of the
acoustic branches, and weights the modes in the optical branches by their corresponding spectral
heat capacity. Both distributions are of course properly normalized to unity. Figure 6-1 shows
the comparison between these two distributions.
1
> .8 -thermal distribution
-- optical excitation
0
0.6 -
0.4 -
E 0.2 -
0 -
10-3 0-2 0-1 0 13104 10 2 10 104 10 102 0
grating spacing [g m]
FIG. 6-1. Comparison of the normalized effective thermal conductivities for the thermal
distribution vs. the optical excitation.
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We see that the difference between the two is negligible are large grating spacings. However,
below 1 micron, we see a deviation of the optical case vs. the thermal distribution. Also note
that the optical excited distribution is always smaller than the thermal distribution, and thus for
the typical case of laser heating, the assumption of a thermal distribution over-predicts the output
compared to an optical distribution.
To more quantitatively demonstrate the deviation, we show in Fig. 6-2 the ratio of the
optical distribution to the thermal distribution.
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0
10 10 10" 10 10 10 10
grating spacing [ m]
FIG. 6-2. Ratio of the optical distribution conductivity to the thermal distribution conductivity to
quantitatively demonstrate at 1 micron and below, the difference is greater than 5% between the
two conductivities.
Quantitatively, we can now see that the optical distribution deviates by more than 5% below a
grating spacing of 1 micron. The difference between the optical distribution vs. the thermal
distribution is bigger for shorter grating periods, which is when the denominator of the thermal
conductivity has a stronger effect and the specific form of the heat generation fractions make a
difference. Given that TTG experiments using extreme ultraviolet (EUV) excitation can now
achieve gratings in the tens and hundreds of nanometer range, the consideration of optical
excitation vs. assuming a thermal distribution is important for accurate modeling of the thermal
transport [77,78].
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To explore other forms of such excitations, we consider the following two additional heating
distributions:
uniform
P"(0 f do
0
optical-uniform 
_
f dwo,,,ca,
(6.11)co E acoustic branch
co E optical branch
These two forms are to see whether there is a large effect from the specific form for a given
branch being uniformly excited for the phonons in that branch or whether they should be
weighted by their spectral heat capacity. Figure 6-3 shows the effects of these additional
distributions.
0.
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E 0.
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FIG. 6-3. Joint
only uniformly
10-3 10-2 10 10 10 
10
grating spacing [ m]
comparison of thermal, optical, and also the uniform excitations of all modes vs.
exciting optical modes.
We note that there does not seem to be a large difference between the cases of the optical
distribution, which weights the optical phonons only by their spectral heat capacity, vs. the
uniform optical distribution which just weights all optical phonons evenly (but gives zero for the
fraction for acoustic branch phonons). However, when comparing the full phonon distribution
using the thermal distribution, weighting all phonons by their spectral heat capacity, vs.
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weighting all phonons uniformly, there is a very clear discrepancy. This can be explained easily
utilizing the density of states (DOS). The phonons of low frequency near the zone center have
large MFPs and also large group velocities. Due to the large group velocity of these acoustic
branch phonons, their DOS is small, and thus by weighing these phonons by the DOS, their
contribution is smaller. By utilizing a uniform distribution, their relative contribution is much
higher than that of the thermal distribution, and so the uniform heating generates an effective
thermal conductivity larger than that of the thermal distribution.
6.3 Nonthermal extremes and optimizing the effective thermal
conductivity
In this section, we wish to explore what type of excitation can maximize or minimize the
effective thermal conductivity. More specifically, for a given grating period, what should the
values p, be in order to maximize or minimize the effective thermal conductivity k. The
denominator of the effective thermal conductivity is the only term we need to consider, shown in
Eq. (6.9). Given that the kernel g is a monotonically decreasing function of the ratio of MFP to
grating period, essentially the maximum thermal conductivity is achieved with the minimum
denominator, which is the case for which the phonon modes with the largest MFP are excited.
The minimum effective thermal conductivity is achieved for the largest denominator, which is
the case when the phonon modes with the smallest MFP are excited. This is intuitive in the
kinetic picture of thermal conductivity, where a phonon with the larger MFP contributes greater
to the thermal conductivity, and thus a large MFP phonon that is excited will yield a higher
prediction than the thermal excited distribution, while a small MFP phonon that is excited will
yield a smaller prediction than the thermal excitation. Mathematically, these low and high MFP
filter distributions are given by:
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owfilter (A) C,(A-A,,)
P. (A)=
"' f do'C,,(A-A(,) (6.12)
high filter (,) C( (AO - A)
f do'C.,(A., -A)
By filtering and selecting out the single phonon of highest MFP and lowest MFP, we compare
against the thermal distribution. Fig. 6-4 shows the comparison of the lowest MFP being excited
compared to the thermal distribution and the optical distribution excited proportional to the
spectral heat capacity.
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FIG. 6-4. The comparison of the cases for thermal distribution, optical excitation, and just the
lowest MFP mode excited. We see that there is negligible difference between the excitation of
only the lowest MFP phonon mode vs. exciting all optical modes according to their contribution
to the spectral heat capacity.
The lowest MFP for silicon was approximately 1.8 nm, and so for that single phonon mode
excited, we see negligible difference compared to that ofjust the optical excitation.
The results for the high MFP show far more interesting behavior. Figure 6-5 shows the
effective thermal conductivity for filtering for high MFPs, and only exciting those above a
threshold value of MFP.
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FIG. 6-5. Comparison for exciting phonons above a threshold MIFP. All phonons above 10 nm,
50 n, and 100 nm threshold cases are considered. At 50 nm, we see the appearance of non-
monotonic behavior in the effective thermal conductivity. For 100 nm, we see not only non-
monotonic behavior, but also an enhancement of the thermal conductivity beyond bulk.
We note that indeed the effective thermal conductivities of these distributions are always greater
than the thermal distribution. The case of only exciting MFPs greater than 10 nmn shows an
increase, but then for higher threshold MIFPs, more interesting behavior is revealed. For above
50 nm, we start to see non-monotonic behavior in the effective thermal conductivity as a function
of the grating period. Furthermore, for larger than I100nm, we see not only non-monotonic
behavior, but an effective thermal conductivity larger than the bulk thermal conductivity. The
peak value of the effective conductivity consistently appears around 100 - 200nm for the grating
period, no matter the value of the threshold MFP cutoff.
Taking this to the extreme, we excite only the phonon of the largest MFP, of approximately
16.7 micron value. Figure 6-6 shows this extreme scenario which optimizes the effective
thermal conductivity for silicon in this heat transfer geometry.
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Fig. 6-6. The normalized effective thermal conductivity when only the largest MFP phonon
mode is excited of approximately 16.7 micron.
A maximum value of 56 times the bulk thermal conductivity is capable of being achieved,
around a grating period of 100 nm. The intuitive reason why this enhancement is possible can
also be explained within a kinetic picture. Only the phonon of largest MFP is excited, and so this
phonon propagates and the Fourier temperature profile that would mimic this effect in the BTE
will be one with a thermal conductivity that is predicted far higher than that of the of the thermal
distribution when phonons of both low and high MFPs are excited.
6.4 Pseudo temperature vs. real temperature
One of the flaws of the RTA is that it doesn't strictly conserve energy. Thus, the temperature
provided by Eq. (6.7) is not the only definition of temperature in this case. One can also define
another definition of temperature based on the energy density. Given the volumetric energy
density, obtained from the non-equilibrium spectral energy density, U = f dwf dQg), , we define
the real temperature, hu , by taking the ratio of this energy density to the heat capacity. This
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temperature also has a spatially sinusoidal dependence as h,= hue. By integrating over the
phonon modes and the solid angle the non-equilibrium spectral energy density of Eq. (6.5), we
obtain:
do Cl, I arctan (r.) + dop,, L._' arctan(n,) (6.13)u =hf C 17r TO C 
fdp,
Inserting the solution solved for the pseudo temperature from Eq. (6.7), we obtain for the real
temperature:
_ If do . arctan(m ) f d p. arctan(r.) + f dc - arctan( dp. _j arctan(7)
C9 {f C a7.a . rct d. C a7. (6.14)
T q2 fd 3CvAi1 arctan(i)
3 n.
An effective thermal conductivity, ku, is identified by matching this temperature to the Fourier
temperature of Eq. (6.3), to obtain:
IfdcC~v.A. 3_I arctan(n.)
k- 3 {f (6.15)
If dw C- arctan (r7.) . arctan (L) + _f d 1 - arctan(7]) f dop. 1 arctan )
C ?Ir, 1. 1I C 17.
In the limit of a gray medium, where the group velocities and relaxation times are assumed to be
independent of the phonon dispersion and take on a single value, then the pseudo-temperature
based thermal conductivity of Eq. (6.9) and the real-temperature based thermal conductivity of
Eq. (6.15) match exactly. However, for the full spectral consideration, these have different
functional forms.
Figure 6-7 shows the comparison between the thermal conductivity obtained from matching
the temperature obtained from the equilibrium energy density, denoted the pseudo-temperature,
and the 'real' temperature based on the nonequilibrium energy definition. We see that for the
case of a thermal distribution, the two temperatures are quite similar.
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Fig. 6-7. Comparison between the effective thermal conductivities based on matching the pseudo
temperature to the Fourier temperature and also matching the 'real' temperature (based on the
non-equilibrium energy density) to the Fourier temperature. The deviation of the pseudo based
conductivity is at most 20% from the real temperature based conductivity, occurring around 10
to 100 nm.
We also look at the extremal conductivities, obtained by exciting the phonons with the largest
MFP, and smallest MFP, respectively. While the MFP filter distribution is no longer rigorously
the distribution which optimizes the effective conductivity of Eq. (6.15) from the energy density,
we observe the effect it has nonetheless. Figure 6-8 shows the excitation of only the shortest
MFP phonon with both definitions of the temperature. Again, they show comparable predictions
for the thermal conductivity.
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Fig. 6-8. The effective thermal conductivity from the pseudo temperature as well as the real
temperature when only the shortest MFP phonon is excited by the heating.
Lastly, we show the scenario of only the maximum MFP phonon being excited. Figure 6-9
shows that the effective thermal conductivity demonstrates non-monotonic behavior, as well as
enhancement beyond the bulk thermal conductivity for the real temperature as well. However,
the real temperature based effective thermal conductivity does not show as high of an
enhancement, indicating that the pseudo temperature predicts a lower temperature compared to
the real temperature defined from the non-equilibrium energy density.
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Fig. 6-9. Comparison of the effective thermal conductivities for the excitation of only the phonon
mode with the largest MFP in silicon, of value 16.7 micron. Both definitions of the temperature
show an enhancement beyond bulk and non-monotonic behavior in the effective thermal
conductivity. The pseudo temperature predicts a maximum enhancement of 56 times that of the
bulk thermal conductivity, while the real temperature based effective conductivity predicts a
maximum of nearly 8 times that of bulk.
The difference between the two definitions of the thermal conductivity are much larger for the
maximum MFP thermal conductivities than for the thermal distribution for the thermal
conductivities as shown in Fig. 6-9. Furthermore, the grating period for which this maximum
occurs is at approximately 200 nm for the pseudo temperature based effective conductivity, but
around 3 micron for the real temperature based effective conductivity. This highlights the
importance of using the physical observable of energy density to understand thermal transport as
opposed to a pseudo temperature, especially when the phonon source distribution is a non-
thermal extreme.
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6.5 3D hotspot thermal transport with nonthermal phonon
distributions
The thermal grating provides a simple one-dimensional geometry with which we could quantify
the effect of the various phonon source distributions. Furthermore, an arbitrary steady state
source can be represented as a superposition of gratings via the Fourier transform. As an
example, we now consider a three-dimensional steady state hot spot, which can be produced, for
example, by ohmic heating inside a microelectronic device. We consider a heat source described
- 1 (r2by a radial Gaussian, given by Q = Q - exp 2) in 3D space. R defines the size of the
R3(2%2 ~2R
hot spot, and Q represents the power being deposited into the system. We will use the energy
density at the center of the hot spot, i.e. r = 0 to compare the predictions of the BTE and Fourier
heat conduction equations. Utilizing the spatial Fourier transform of the radial Gaussian, the
heat generation rate can be written as a superposition of 1D thermal gratings as
Q=' 3 f ei4 Qexp - qR d3q . Taking a superposition of the one-dimensional grating(2.7r 2)
solution, weighted by the coefficients of the Fourier transform for the radial Gaussian, we obtain
the energy density at the center of the Gaussian hot spot:
arctan (trn.)
fdcop.r,,- +
- IO - t2 de2 arctan(tn.) arctan(tr)]
UBTE( = 0)= Q 2;2 R 3 0 dt exp (2 f - d S 7, fdcO 7(
~ / (6.16)
f darctan(t],)
TIO t7jl
1 1
UFourier r=O)= Q 1
aR (2,0)2
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The isotropy of the system allowed us to analytically compute the integral over the solid angle,
reducing the 3D inverse Fourier transform integral into an integral over the radial variable. We
defined the nondimensional variables t = qR and 17, = A, / R to simplify the expression.
Figure 6-10 shows the energy density from the Fourier heat conduction equation as well as
from the BTE for several source distributions. The energy density is taken at the center of the
hot spot as a function of the size of the hot spot R, with a given input power of Q = 1 uW. While
the energy density at the center increases with decreasing spot size as the energy is more
concentrated at the center, for spot sizes near 300 nanometers, the high MFP filter distribution
with the 16 micron threshold yields an energy density an order of magnitude lower than that of
the thermal distribution, and 5 times lower than predicted by the heat equation.
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Fig. 6-10. Heat transport from a 3D Gaussian hot spot for different phonon source distributions
vs. the size of the hot spot. Plotted are (a) the energy density for a given input power, (b) the
energy density relative to that given by Fourier's law, and (c) the effective conductivity relative
to that given by Fourier's law.
By matching the energy densities at the center of the hot spot r = 0, we define a normalized
effective thermal conductivity for the 3D Gaussian hot spot, obtained by taking the ratio of the
Fourier energy density to the BTE energy density from Eq. (6.16), i.e.
K =UFOUr(r =0)!/UBTE(r=0). We see a factor of 5 times enhancement in the effective
thermal conductivity at 300nm in Fig. 6-10. The high MFP distribution predicts an energy
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density that is lower than the prediction from the Fourier heat conduction equation for spot sizes
of approximately 20nm and larger.
6.6 Summary
In conclusion, we have investigated the effect of the phonon distribution produced by a small
heat source on nondiffusive thermal transport. By comparing the energy density in response to
volumetric heating from the BTE and from the Fourier heat conduction equation for a ID
thermal grating as well as for a 3D Gaussian hot spot, we have dispelled the notion that the size
effect always leads to a reduction in thermal transport compared to the prediction of Fourier's
law. Depending on the source phonon distribution, the size effect can reduce or enhance thermal
transport; in the latter case, the effective micro/nanoscale thermal conductivity can become
larger than the regular macroscale conductivity, similar to what we see in chapter 5 with an
interface that only allows transmission of high MFP phonons into the substrate. We believe that
a source predominantly generating long-MFP phonons and thus yielding enhanced thermal
transport could be realized in practice. For example, in ohmic heating of a semiconductor
device, the distribution of phonons excited is determined by the electron-phonon interaction.
Intraband electron-phonon scattering, which typically plays a dominant role in the resistivity of
semiconductors at room temperature, involves small-wavevector phonons at the center of the
Brillouin zone, which will include long-MFP acoustic phonons [88]. If the predominant
emission of such long-MFP phonons could enhance thermal transport from nanoscale hot spots,
this would have significant implications for the thermal management of microelectronic devices.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and future outlook
This thesis has provided a new, variational framework with which to understand thermal
transport in the nanoscale regime, especially related to recent efforts to extract phonon mean free
path distributions based on TTG and TDTR/FDTR experiments. This approach has provided the
ability to obtain analytical effective thermal conductivities in various geometries of interest for
experimental work, by utilizing insight that the experimental output can be represented by the
same Fourier temperature distribution, but with an effective thermal conductivity that differs
from the bulk, macroscopic value of the conductivity. Furthermore, the analytical expressions
obtained have given insight beyond that which a numerical approach could provide: it has
allowed insight into the importance of the accumulation of heat capacity in addition to the
accumulation of thermal conductivity as the material properties that comprise the effective
thermal conductivity in a nanostructured material.
The variational framework has provided not only the ability to explain experimental output,
but the ability to predict it. This approach utilizes no arbitrary fitting parameters and can provide
insight into what we would expect a material would produce in experimental output. This
provides the ability to not only verify with experiment, but also validate generated DFT material
properties as shown in Chapter 3. Yet there is always deeper understanding that we can pursue!
One future step would be to expand the analysis of the thermal interface problem beyond that of
just a sinusoidal thermal grating, but with nanofabricated pillars [27,29]. These nanofabricated
structures have allowed for experimental geometries that are much shorter than the table-top
TTG capabilities of 1 micron.
For the analysis of the TTG, recent experiments with the FEL in the Elettra Sincrotrone
facilities in Trieste, Italy are pushing the lowest thermal gratings possible. This will allow the
ability to observe nondiffusive transport in materials with much shorter MFP as the grating
periods with extreme UV light is much shorter, on the order of hundreds of nanometers. In fact,
recent experiments 280 nm are shown in Fig. 7-1, demonstrating the success of the variational
framework in predicting the experimental temperature decay for silicon.
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FIG. 7-1. EUV temperature decay of TTG. The decay of a 280 nm thermal grating is observed
with excellent agreement with the variational approach in solving the BTE. The effective
thermal conductivity is nearly 25% that of bulk, demonstrating a marked difference compared to
that of the bulk silicon thermal decay.
Furthermore, some theoretical next steps include expanding the solutions for the BTE beyond
some of the assumptions of this formalism. Recently, the ability to understanding thermal
transport and scattering in materials such as graphite and diamond are possible with the full
scattering matrix included in the BTE [57,60]. The full scattering matrix included in the BTE
makes the system much harder to solve as compared to the simplification of the RTA, but is a
necessary step to study nondiffusive thermal transport in materials for which the RTA is a poor
approximation.
Lastly, the possibility of achieving thermal transport that is enhanced compared to the
prediction of the Fourier heat conduction equation by controlling the phonon source distribution
is quite exciting. As size effects have only been known to reduce the thermal conductivity of a
material in the nano/micro scale, the ability to enhance the thermal transport will have strong
implications for microelectronics cooling. Further work to be able to design an experiment in
which this effect can be directly observed will be critical in order to take these theoretical
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predictions to a practical level, especially in considering the thermal management of processors
in electronic devices.
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